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Nlost if the lok.oitt attoittion to IiiripiVIC0 64110,4416in loos boon con

crinialancos anti OlNy hal lonndnig 1911 o11 a4;lttal

pre runt. that 10, the discussion has been about the conditions', re
onmeiiients., criteria, poltcy, and goovet nonce of tirwrvice oilti4.4thott, tiot

whist riniin What it hIltitild1W,'1ItO trifitinOtti hOrintitp-

11000 la Illat 111001VIC0 00,1114101OH 11100110 6;0110160 OW WritliAlittP* 410101",

000(1, perhaps, by noW'moViiritatico policy and otinctitirii that I* iii the

faints of 100C110, s Witt rehrOH01110 to 14W her 110Cd0, 11141 the 0111111t0410

Seld0111 on what .014e4 coin ridti and workshops Willikif,Whitt they will do
differently with the etptainticr in chaotic, how higho education personnel

will Kitiction in such a system, anti how what is !conned will be more
related\to the actual problems and performance or teueherk.

The eilloussiN lain year oldie Far West Touche, ('-ots Network was

OH a HOC related to 1110er VICe et111C11110 ninin for local proipanis,
t'iItet its goi\ a step closer to discussion of action on inservice edt1e1111011,

and cri Wilily concord provide some impon bud ideas 11$1111151 Whiel an

actual plogium can be IlVieSSed. Itllt MI0111011 10 Criteria is again not

very specific for teachers at the local level, who ask, Just what will in
service education be? flow can it he undertaken to satisfy the criteria?

he demand is often that the options for program be moreexplicit than

initlitional course's, and workshops suggest.
Much the same hock of explicitnesS is being experienced by teachers

who are heralding the advent of federally supported teachercenters.'l'hu
expectations go little further than celebration that teacher centers will bri,

supervised by a policy, board that is dominated by teachers, and that

teacher cen ers will provide assistance in developing curriculum and

improving in uction. There is little clarity about whid teacher centers
will do. What TICecisely will teachers do in teacher centers to develop
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEVELOPING PROGRAMS ,f7ty,- 5

The kind of inservicducttion represented by this illustration needs
, to be recognized as a valid approach and developed irr7Schools sb that

teachers think of,it as a possibility, and it needs to be supported by staff
who have the skills and knowledge to assist teachers in inservice study
of this type.

Illustrathrfi #2

Ivan is a fifth-grade teacher. He is shy and rat her quiet, but alert to
what children in his class are doing. He is a new teacher who comes to
his position with very positive evaluations from his student teaching. In
this time of job shortages he has been unusually fortunate to have had ,
two job,affers. He 'has taken this position because he knows the school,
hasadvlsors and counselors for teacherspeople who are selected from
the teaching ranks for one-year periods out of the classroom, who have
demonstrated outstanding teaching ability, and who have already taken
initiative in their own schools to help colleagues analyze teaching; In
some schools they have been pod coordinators in open-concept pro-
grams. .

During the interviews for the job Ivan discussed the role of advisors
and counselors with Laurie Cadwell and struck .a bargain with. her. Ivan
admitted that he expected his first year of teaching to be a challenge. He

°could probably handle it himself, he explained to Laurie, but he would
4 rather work closely with her in an induction phase of teaching:All of the

people in Ivan's administrative hierarchy agreed to this arrangement.
They felt secure because they knew of the promise Ivan had demon-
strated in student teaching; they had viewed videotapes that had been
part of his placement credentials; and they had been impressed with this
young man in his interview.

So when Ivan begins working with his fifth-grade class, there are al-
ready some arrangements made.for inservice help, and a degree of rap-
port has been-established with Laurie and ,the school jrincipal. Laurie
becomes a frequent visitor to Ivan's class. She is immediately,struck by
Ivan's relationship with- the,children and his apparent poise, Shy though
he is, he feels free enough to admit some nervousness and considerable
apprehension about meeting the needi\ of every child.

Ivan first comes to Laurie for help with the teaching of arithmetic. He
and Laurie have agreed earlier that when possible, Ivan should identify a
problem, collect what evidence he can, and pose questions for discus-
sion before calling on Laurie. When he meets with Laurie, he reports
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that every time he explains a new concept and then assigns problems,
some children finish the assignmenttvery quickly while others ponder
problems and still others do not seem to understand the fundamental'
process involved. He has tried to give individual help to some of the
students who are having difficulty, but there apparently is a fairly wide
range of ability and achievement, and he does not know whatelse to do.
Obviously he is neglecting the students who can manage the workper-
haps even holding back their progressand time spent with the strug-
gling students seems increasingly to show that they cannot manage the
work he is expecting the rest of the class to do.

Laurie asks if ha mg thelsame expectations for each student in the
class is realistic. Sh also inquires whether Ivan has thought about ways
of discoyering how uch understanding of arithmetic processes the
children have achieved.

Ivan and Laurie agree that she will teach cooperatively with him in
several areas other than arithmetic and then gradually handle about
three mornings a week for about four or five weeks while Ivan studies,
analyzes, and plans remedies for his teaching problems in arithmetic.

Ivan uses a nuthber of resources in his study of the teaching of arith-
metic the cental office math consultant, the curriculum materials ten-
ter, the teachers in other schools to whom he has been referred by
Laurie. He does more than study, h6wever. Daily he devises new
strategies and techniques and in the process pis Laurie's critique of
how his altered goals and approaches are working. He tries grouping
some of the class into sections while some individuals work alone. He
involves youngsters in identifying what they know and how well they
know it and in determining what help they need. He experiments with
ways to make computation a part of other areas of the curriculum. The
free time enables Ivan to keep ajournal and gatherother data on how his -

purposes are working. He also collects specimens of ,work and other
information that provide evidence of student achievement and attitudes.
On a longer-range basis he takes note of evidence that will enable him to
check on the durability of learning over time. He experiments with hav-
ing students help each other, giving particular attention to how well
learning is set with children who are asked to explain t newly learned
concept or skill to another youngster, and children who are not.

I could go further with this illustration to catalog more precisely whah
has been accomplished, but what I have outlined is enough to suggest the
possibilities.
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The approach in both illustrations is quite similar although the first
case deals with a fairly seasoned teacher, and the second with a begin-
ner., Where does this approach lead? Obviously it is connected with
teacher competence, but it is not much related to college credits, salary
increments, and other usual rewards. It is strong in self-satisfaction and
should reward the teacher with greater S'elf-knowledge and a better self-
concept.

It could also lead to gradual definition ofethe multiple roles that
teachers must assume, and take the emphasis off the singular role of e

teacher as an instructor of students. In-niy illustrations I/have gi en
some prominence to the role of the teacher as an individualProfessio 1,

a person who takes continuous responsibility for analyzing and imPro
ing his or her professional knowledge and behavior. The illustrations
also attend to the role of the teacher in thehierarchy of the school and
hould begin to clarify what skills are needed in working with-both sub-'

ordinates and superordinates. Although the teachers in the illustrations
did not interact with the community, the teacher's role as liaison with
parents and the community can also be developed by working with
teachers individually.

Inservice Education with
Groups of Teachers

A basic. premise in considering both teachers in small groups and an
entire faculty is that. the building faculty is usually the largest viable
group for inservice education when the purpose is to improve. school

program.
Let me briefly suggest just four possible activities r groups of

teachers in a school who engage in inservice education:
1. Teachers representing history, art, music, and Literature convene

to voice their dissatisfaction with the tunnel approach of each of their
courses. They recognize that students get separate and isolated views of
each of their sublects and little if any understanding of how art, music,
and literature reflect economic, political, social, and military develop-
ments, the usual substance of history courses. They also discover that
most students never get a complete range of music, art, and literature
courses to relate to the traditional and ubiquitous history course. They
decide that what is included in history courses is indeed only part of the
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history of people and that something should be done to help high school
students become more coghi zatit of their heritagein a-comprehensive
way. ,

In their study the teachers all learn much about history themseltes
becatise although they know the history of their own subjects, they
know comparatively little about history in related areas. For example,
the music teacher might have real difficulty recalling artists whewere
contemporaries of certain composers.

-What evolves, of Course, is an integrated cause in histoty, team
teaching, rescheduling of time, and the developthent of integrated mate-
rialsall of which require,Vensive study and entail reorientation' of
this group of faculty and their colleagues. Ftesources and specialists in
the school and at nearby institutions of higher education are used as
needed. '

.
2. The, fa'culty of &single department, science, decide to review the

science curriculum because once again courses in science s m to have
ettled into a. routine. Many students seem bored. Science taching

seems to have littQapplication.td the lives of students, and teachers'
admit they are getting stale: Science curriculums developed with Na-
tional Science Foundation money seem only to have changed some con-
tent and terminology for the teachers in this school. Something more
vitais neededsomething that relges to concerns about energy, polio-
tithi, drugs, geneticS;,'etc. Youcan imagine what could emerge from such
discontentprovided it is capithlized on intelligently and sensitively.

3. Another group of teachers becomes concerned abOut role expecta-
tions. The teachers voice dissatisfaction about being treated only as
teachers.of students' and as lunclvoom-monitors. They complain about
being so isolated from their colleagues. They note that their freedom in'
the classroom seems contingent on staying out of decision-making roles
at the building level; that is, there seems to be a tacit agreement between

"the principal and the teachers that each will keep off the other's turf.
A socialand edUcationalconsciousness develops in discussion.

Teachers recognize that they are part of an integral wholethey all con-
tribute to the education that students get in their school. But that con-
tribution is left largely to whatever synthesis the student makes for him-
lelf or herself; it is not nurtured and coordinated by deliberate faculty
action.

,,
Again, I will not detail how this scenario gets plpyed outbut obvi-

ously a faculty group has identified some dissatisfactions, and if the per-
t
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sonnel and attitude are present to move such dissatisfaction into prod-
uctive channels, there can be improvement through collective activity
(study, planning, trial, evaluation) by the teachers in a school.

4. Some other teachers have a common feeling that they are in a rut.
They are not very sure what the problems or dissatisfactioe, but
there is a common intuition,that things are not going well. Teaching is not
exciting enough anyinore. They no longer have the zest to probe new
ideas or make better sense out of old ideas. The deja vu syndrome seems °
to have taken over. Someone suggests a blue-skying session with no v

holds barred to see, if ideas can be generated to break,the stalemate.
Imagine what might happen to regenerate and renew such a group of

staff peopleprovided they get some support and have accesto some
resource people who respond to their problem.

Inservice Education with
an Entire Faculty

Engaging an entire faculty in inservice education on 'voluntary basis
probably does no happen e'&gify in 'a school where most people have
operated largely as individuals or members of small groups or depart-
inents. There is not much traditi1C for buildirjg a-faculty as a team. The
subject-centered curriculum, jhe size of many schools, the self-con-
tained classroom, and teacher educatioh contribute little to a conception
of a group of teachers iii the same building as ,acoordinated team.
Teachers are, as' yet, viewed as individual entrepreneurs.

The notion of inservice education for entire faculties, then, has to pro-,
ceed slowly. Teachers will kra*ally,need to consider what being a ,
,member ola faculty means. For many it brings a new teacher role into
consciousness. lithe notion of facultyá group of professionals with .a

common commitment to operatean agreed-4 school program for the
students who attendfinds acceptance, there is the possibility of some
exciting develoPments- in school improvementSnd in the profes-
sionalization of teaching. Such a notion ultimately influences the way
teachers operate in a sOtool, how they Work together and apart, how'
they complement ndysupplement each other's activity; how student
,growth and learning,are planned, facilit'ated, and evaluated. In sum, it

infl ces the definition of teaching.
The v y process of examining the'notipn of faculty ist an inservice

education ctivity.
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But there may be easier ways to begin. Any school preparing fori an
accreditation visit can engage in a total-facylty activity. Such an ocCa-
sion cats be muckmore than merely documenting the quantity and qual-
ity of school programs and faculty.

Many schools have faculty retreats and inservice education days. Al-
, though most such activities are not planned to buildfa highly sophisti
cated notion of faculty, they could be.

'There are ideas for faculty-building in Teacher-Designed Reform .in
Ihservice Education (Edelfelt & Johnson, 1977) and incidentallY some
candid admissions about failures and shortcomings.

Any faculty today faced with decrees for behavioral objectives, per-
fal-mance-based education, criterion-referenced testing, ne sse s,s-
ment, or minimum competence standards could turn the act vity ora-d-
dressing those tasks into faculty-building. In he process it m`i ht bepos-
sible to maketiess tr hanical, more humane procedures OW of account-
ability mandatei.

Faculty development may result in some 4ata' on optimal size of a.
working facultyboth what is too large a groilp and What is too small.
Inevitably it will tease out some new notions about teacher roles.

Let me reiterate a few ideas in summary.
I. We need more illustrations of what. inservice education might be like
with a focus other than courses or workshops.
2. We should dwell on dissatisfactions that, teachers express and seek
ways to remedy'or reduce their dissatisfactions, but there is value in seek-
ing multiple perceptions of problems and dissatisfactionsfrom students,
administrators, parents, and others.
3. The inservice education that is addressed here is primarily directed at,curriculum and instructional improvement.

It fiappens largely on school time.
jOs operated at the expense of the scho91.

b. ..Skilled support personnel,(teacheiS, ad, counselors)are avail-_ able to facilitate analysis, study, and,opera tonal imprOvement..;
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Chapter Two

'Demonstrating Collaborative
Governance
'William H. Drummond

This chapter is divided into five parts: an introduction; a response to
the question, What does the term "governance" mean?; an answer to
the question, How4 does governance relate to collaboration?; my
thoughts on the question, What does the word "demonstration" mean?;
and an attempt to answer the question, What criteriynight be applied to

projects deinonstrating collaboration? N.\

Introduction
Discussing collaboration causes .me to identify with a giant in The

Phantom Tollbooth:
Alec raced ahead, laughing and shouting, but soon eneOuntered serious
difficulties; for, while he could always see the tree behind the next one, he
could never see the next one itself and was continually crashing into it.
After sefAral minutes of wildly dashing about, they all stopped for abreath
of air.
"I think we're lost," panted the Humbug, collapsing into a large ber-
ybush.

onsense!" houted Alec from the high branch on which he sat.
"DO you kno where we are?" asked Milo. -

! ertainly," hekeplied, "we're right here on this very spot. Besides,
being lost is ever a matter of not knowing where you are; it's a matter of
not knowin where you arenland I don't care at 01 about where I'm
not."
This was much too complicated, or the bug to figure out, and Milo hadjUst",
begun repeating it to hiinself when Alec said, "If you don't believe nip

the giant," and he pointed to a small house tucked neatly between two of
the largest trees.,
Milo and Tock walked up to the door, whose brass name plate read simply
"THE GIANT," and knocked.
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"Good afternoon,!' said the p rfectly yrdinary-sizknan who answered
the door.

Are you the giant?" asked lock doubtfully.
"To be sure,", he replied proudly. "I'm the smallest giant in the World.,
What can I do for you?"
"Are we lost?" said Milo.
"That's a difficult question," said thj giant. "Why don't you go' around
back and ask the midget?" and he cl sed the door.
They walked to the rear of the house, which looked exactly like the front,
and knocked at the door, whose name plate read "THE MIDGET."
"How are you?" inquired the man, who looked exactly like the giant.
"Are you the midget?" asked Tock again, with a hint of uncertainty in his, voice.

/ . "Unquestionably," he answered. "I'm the tallest midget in the wodd.
May I help you?"
"Do you think we're lost?" repeated Milo.
"That's a very complicated problem," he said. "Why don't you go around
to the side and ask the fat man?" and he, too, quickly disappeared.
This side of the house looked very like the front and back, and the door
flew open the very instant they knocked.
"How nice of you to come by," exclaimed the man, who could have been
the midget's twin brother.
"You must be the fat man," said Tock, learning not to count too much on
appearance.

"The thinnest one in thi world," he replied brightly; "but if yotf have any
questions, I suggest you try the thin man, on the other side of the house."

Justls they suspected, the other side of the house looked the same as the
front, the back, and the side, and the door was again answered by a man
who looked precisely like the other three.

"What a pleasriVsurprise!" he cried happily. "I haven't had a visitor in as
long as I can reniember,::

"How long is that?" asked Milo.
"I'm sure I don't know:" he replied. "Nov pardon me; I have to,answer
the door."
"But you just did," said Tock.
"/Oh yes, I'd forgotten."
"Are yoiAhe fattest thin loan in the world?" asked Tock.
"Do you know one that's fatter " he asked impatiently:
"I think you're all the same n," said Mil() emphatically.
"S-S'S-S-H-H-H-H-H-," cautioned, p tting his finger up to his lips and
drawing Milo clOser. "Do you want to r1n everything? You see, to tall
men I'm a midget, and to short men I'm a giant; to the skinny ones I'm a fat -(

as;-;-.4

ith
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man, and to the fat ones I'm a diin,man. That way I can hold four jobs at
once. As you can see, though, I'm neither tall nor short nor fat nor thin. In
6ct, I'm quite ordinary, but there are so many ordinary men that no one
asks their opinion about anything. Now what is your. question?"
"Are we.lost?" asked Milo once again.
"H-h-m-m-m,",said the man, scratching his head. "I haven't had such a
difficult question in as long as I can remember. Would you mind repeating
it? It's slipped my mind."
Milo asked the question for the fifth tinie.
"My, my," the man mumbled. "I knoveOne thing for certain; it's much
harder to tell whether you ARE lost than v,'hether you WERE lost, for, on
many occasions, where you're going is exactly where you are. On the
other hand, you often find that where you've been is not at all where you
should have gone, yid, since it's much more difficult to find your way bay(
from someplace you've never left, I suggest you go there immediately and
then decide. If you have any more questions, please ask the giant.'i,And he
slammed his 'door and pulled down the shade. (pp. 109-114)

From T,he Phantom Tollbooth by Norton Juster. Copyright © 1961 by Norton
Duster. Reprinted by permission of Random House, Inc.

What Does the Term "Governance7 Mean?

,To govern means to exercise authority, direction, and control over
-(par4phrased from Webster's, 1974, p. 497). Of self-government, Mann
(1977) wrote:

In democratic societies people have a general expectation about self-
government. They expect to be able to .take part in decisions about public
matters that affect them. Most of the time, it is enough that they are con-
sulted OF that decisions reflect some part of what they would like to see
happen . . . Snmetimes they seek to control . . The higher the stakes,
the more likely it is tfiat more people will seek control.fhe ways through q

which people seek control over significant issues can be important to the
outcome. We can approach the analysis of participation, representation,
-and control by asking which is more important to the individual. Would
one rather be able to participate in a decision, to be represented in a deci-
sion, or to control a decision? Control is clearly preferable. .* . . (p. 67)

At present, 'there are some interesting issues related to governance
and control. For example:

Who should govern the admission, preparation, and certification of
'people coming into the teaching profession?

Who should decide how resources are allocated for curriculum and in-
struction?

of
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Should the press for educational accountability be viewed as a legiti-
mate partof 'the consumer movement in America?

According to Iannaccone (1977), some of these educational issues are
unresolvable because they are manifestations of more basic unresolved
problems in American society, namely: conflict "between elite and
egalitarian educational goals"for example, what I want for my chil-
dren versus what,I want for all children; conflict "between the few and
the many in governmnt"; and conflict "between the power of profes-
sionals and lay citizens over educational decisions" (p.277).

The politicizing of the poor and the politicizing of the teaching profes-
sion are causing major shifts in both who is involved in the making of
decisions and how the decisions are ,being made. Whenever there are
shifts in power, those who are gaining power feel that their gaining it is

Fright, proper, and long overdue; those who are losing power feel like
the world is going to the dogs." In teacher edualtion, particularly in-

service education, teachers certainly want parity of power in, if not con-
trol of, decision-making.

How Does Governance Relate to Collaboration?

The ideas of William C. Schutz (1958) afe especially sensible in ex2.-
plaining how governance and the resolution of governance issues relate '---
to group morale. Oversimplified, Schutz's theory is that groups typi-
cally go through a series of stages as they.become more effective and
stronger, and they reverse these stages as they become less effective'and
weaker, eventually disbanding. The stages are:

Stage IPurpose or reasons: Why get involved in a group?
Stage 2Inclusion or nembership: Who is in the group and who is not?
Stage 3Payoff: What's in the group for me? What are the others getting?
Stage 4Control or governance: Who is in charge? Will my interests be
prote'cted? 4
Stage 5Task accomplishment: What have we done? What are the
results?

Stage 6Appreciation: When we did what we did, what were the conse-
. quences? Why did it work?

Stage 7Affection: Is our Work together enjoyable and worthwhile?

If Schutz's theoretical sequence of stages of group growth is correct,
some kind of governance normally precedes task accomplishment, and
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for many people, task accomplishment precedes an appreciation of the
value of collaboration. It is important to notice too that as group ac-
tivities become more successful and as communication becomes more
informal, easy, and caring (transcending previous organizational boun-
daries), collaborative activity continues to improve. Schutz's theory
reinforces the idea that organizations do not just happen; people have to
care about them and devote time and energy to sustain them.

What Does the Word "Demonstration" Mean?

Under the word "demonstration," Webster's dictionary (1974) says:
"an act, process, or means of demonstrating to the intelligence: as: con-
clusive evidence: proof" (p. 302). The question, then, is, What evidence
can be provided that collaboration is actually occurring? What-products
should be produced? How shall processes be described?

Td get more insight into the meaning of demonstration, I interviewed
Florida's director of projects conducted under Title IV, Section C, of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act. I asked this question: When
a project becomes a demonstration site, what do you expect of jt? He
replied:

The project must have a program in operation. There must be people
actually engaged in some activity that can be observed, using materials or
methods, or taking action, that can be replicated. In other words, other
people not of the site can see itwhatever it ishappening. Visitors can
discriminate between instances when it is being demonstrated and in-
stances when it is not.

The project staff must have developed adequate descriptions of what is
being demonstrated.

The project staff must alert potential consumers to the availability of the
validated program or product.

The project staff must carry out a series of demonstrations for nonsite
people. 61-

The project staff must be able to provide training to others who wish to
try out the demonstrated product or process.

The projee't staff must be able to provide technical to con-
sumers trying out the demonstrated product or process.

The project staff must determine the generalizability of the product or
process. That is, when doq it work? When does it not work?

The project staff must maintain a supply of "consumables" so that early
adopters can try out ideas with-a minimum of logistical problems.

40

X./ 4,..40
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I also went to the recent literature on the diffusion of ideas, prbeesses,
and products. The literature seemed to indicate that individuals go
through certain psychological phases in deciding whether or not to adopt
a new idea.' The phases are:

Phase 1Awareness: becomin aware that a new idea, product, or pro-
cess exists;

Phase 2Interest: developing a curiosity about how the new ideit,'prod-
uct, or process works and what its benefits may be:

Phase 3Appraisal: mentally evaluating the pros and cons of the new
idea, product, or process for one's own situationhow would it work for
me?

Phase 4Trial: trying out the new idea, product, or process on a small
scale;

Phase 5Adoption: deciding to make continiied use of the new idea,
product, or process.

The literature seemed to suggest that people can be 'encouraged to
move from phase to phase but they should not be rushed or greater resis-
tance is developed. There are, however, a number of strategies that may
be used to encourage people to move from one phase to the next. Fel'
example, talking to people, making presentations, and making site visits
are good strategies for developing interest.

From the literature on diffusion one can conclude that the act of dem-
onstrating is a powerful strategy for moving people along toward adop-

, tion of an idea, product, or process if the people observing the demon-
stration already have'an interest in that idea, product, or process. This is
especially true if the demonstration is conducted by people of influence
and integrity. Demonstration is not a good strategy for developing inter-
est.

In sum, the demonstration of collaboration or collaborative gov-
ernance puts some obligations on the demonstrators: knowing what they
are doing when they are collaborating, being ab to describe wLat they
are doing, showing results, training others, e But demontrators
should remember that their demonstration effort probably will be
noticed only by those who have an interest in collaboration.

What Criteria Might Be Applied to Projects
Demonstrating Collaboration?

Five general criteria make sense to me. I will present each in both
question and statement format:
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What does the project propose to demonstrate?
The project staff has a clear idea of what collaboration or collaborative
governance means.

Why is collaboration being demo nstrated?
The project staff and the lo.Vers of the agencies involved have agreed
openly on the purposes of are collaboration.

'Or!
Whom is the demonstration for?

The project staff and the agencies involved have identified the potential
consumers of the project's ideas, products, and processes related to col-
laboration.

Do the potential consumers have an interest in the ideas, products, and
processes to be demonstrated?
The project staff provides evidence that the potential consumers have an
awareness of and an interest in collaboration.

How will the stages of group development and the tasks of demonstra-
tion bg monitored?

cy board broadly representative of those who have a stake in inser-
education monitors project development and achievements.

Some/ people spend a lot of time abstracting'from their experiences
and from the abstractions of others, and they often wind up thinking that
abstractions from reality are more important and more real thanreality
itself. We can be abstract about demonstration and collaboration, but we
know too that both demonstration and collaboration have to be done on
site, with the norms, expectations, and values found there. Reality starts
where you are. From there, fantasy, speculation, and abstraction can be
helpful in deVitioping better projects.
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zhapter Three,-
Evaluating Inservice Education
Kenneth'R. H$lvey

Ev4,4ation in the context of this chapter is broadly defined as the vari-
ous activities engaged in while collecting, interpreting,. and sharing in-
formation designed to assist in making decisions about inservice educa-
tion. A well-designed program of evaluation will focus on a spectrum of
activities. One can, for example, examine decisions and decision-
making related to inservice education, the general conditions enveloping
the actual inservice education, what happens during inservice education
itself, and, of course, the bottom linethe effects of the inservice educa-
tion on instructional practice.

Several assumptions guide the discussion of evaluation. that is pre-
sented in this chapter:

Various role groups and conditions share in determining relative suc-
cess or failure in meeting inservice eduction goals. There has too often
been an unreasonable onus placed on he typical recipient of inservice
educationthe classroom teacher decides what shouldbe done,
when and where it is done, who pr
classroom condition to which the t
success of inservice edOcation to s

Inservice education may significan
pants' performance and yet be judge

it, how it is provided, and the
turnsall obviously affect the

e.

teachers' or other partici-
as undestfable from a broader

perspective. Perceived importance of the, activity to the district or com-
munity, cost in terms of time and dollars, and consonance of the program's
goals with personal-professional values and ethics are just some of the
factors that can preempt desired impact.

Just as inservice education is a shared responsibility, so is the monitor-
ing and evaluation of it. Multiple perceptions ensure the validity of any
information collected andof subsequent judgments. Data collection is an
academic exercise at bestand more likely a negative influenceif the
data are not acted on. Effective evaluation demands two basic types of
reciprocity. First, something must be giv,en back to those involved for
what is taken away in time and data (ideally, in a humane, accurate, and
expeditious manner). Second, if the Alta suggest needed change, then
those involved, whether in governance, administration, delivery, or im-

19
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plomeidationi must examine the implications for themselves and net on
the implications accordingly,

A ftindamental concern in the evaluation of inservice education is
.what is the most appropriate goal at luny given time. Such a determina- '
tion can only be made by-being sensitivito e range of legitimate needs
and interests that exist in any situation and ing aware of how these
different needs have been responded to at di nt times In the past. A
coherent design for inservice education must have an accurate perspec-
tive of what teachers ,have done and been asked to do over time.

Goals for inservice education are generated from a nymber of sources.
Often these goals have different but defensible rationales. For example,
individual teachers hivejob-specific goalsneeds and interestsdirectly
related to their assignments. They also have the general professional
goal of keeping on the cutting edge of knowledge in theirarea of 'speciali-
zation. For many teachers expansion of their professional responsibil-
itya career-development goal is the best use of their talents at a given
time. Self-confrontation and analysis, meditation and introspection, ex-
ploration into new dimensions of art, music, and literature are but a few
of the avenues to another goalthe personal enrichment that is so essen-
tial to the mental health'and vitality of teachers.

These, then, are departure points from which individual teachers per-
ceive different priorities for themselves in inservice education. Obvi-
ously there are also conditions outside their immediaie purview that de:
termine priorities. Within a school new organizational designs such as
team teaching or curriculum innovations that cut across grade levels or
departments make demaneon the teacher. Frequently the district es-
tablishes priorities in terms of K-6 or K-12 alterations and related inser-
vice education. A variety of special-interest groups, the courts, and the
legislatures-at-v-arious levels also confront the public schools with de-
sired change and concomitant inservice education.

What is needed, then, is not only a comprehensive agenda for inser-
vice edudation, but also one that strikes a reasonable balance between
different social and institutional goals and various personal needs and
interests.

A recent national survey of inservice practices and problems (Joyce,
McNair, Diaz, McKibbin, Waterman, and Baker, 1976) validated a
common generalization that there is deep dissatisfaction with present
inservice education practicesdissatisfaction shared by all parties in-
volved in the enterprise. However, it is inaccurate to assume that the
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perceived inadequacy of present practice can be primarily attributed to
an inadequacy tunong inservice trainers, especially those in higher edu-
cation. This defense is not offered simply because I am employed by a
university. On the basis of rather extensive first-hand involvement in
inservice education over the last IS years and observation of many in-
service practices across the nation, my perception is that talent, com-
mitment, and understanding of inservice education problems vary
among professors about as much as they do among teachers. This is not to
say that teacher educators in general and specifically those in higher
education are not in need of fundamental improvementthey are. The
point is that there is a larger set of related factors that must be addressed
or even the most capable inservice education instructors and committed
teachers will realize only limited success in this phase of teacher educa-
tion.

As stated at the outset, we too often fail to offer an integrated and
balanced inservice agenda in terms of different goals and content. For
example, the current emphasis on individual needs assessment and
teacher centers tends to overlook the importance 'It#Curriculuiin. A de-
cade ago the emphasis on institutional reform via cUrriculum implemen-
tation tended to overlook' the importance of. the teacher. We tend to
become youtini zed and patterned in the content, design, and delivery of
inservice education, As an example, a typical response by many when
asked to dere inservice education is, "It's the after-school workshop
or college-crpdit course." Those concerned with the evaluation of in-
service edtitfation would do well to look at the diversity and balance in
content, design, and delivery. There are multiple dimensions against
which these two criteriadiversity and balancecan be applied, as fol-
lows:

How often is inservice education designed to accommodate a unique per- .
sonal interest, and how often does it call for and enhance collegial cooper-
ation and broader programmatic reform?
personal collegial
How often does inservice education employ teachers in the specific school
setting who ha the best insights into certain problems or interests, and
how often do s it bring in persons with alternative perspectives from the.
outside?
internal perspective external perspective
How often does inservice education focus on refining and enriching famil-
iar concepts, and how often does it confront participants with new ideas,
materials, and al)proaches?
refinement exploration

(:)
Ayr i,j
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How often is inservice eNrIt,ation primarily curriculum based (reading, his.
tory, career education), and hoW often is it prinutrily focused on improving

, general teaching skills (interpersonal processes or cognitive strategies)?
curriculum oriented instruction oriented
I-low often does inservice education allow teachers to grapple with and
advance the conceptual and theoretical foundatiOns ola critical dimension .
of their responsibility, such as adolescent groWth and development, and
how often are specifically targeted hands-on materials and techniques the
focus?

methodological
Flow often does inservice education lbciis on whatihe teacher does when
interacting with students, and how often does it address the several other
roles of the teacherprofessional, community member, colleague, con-
tributor to the initial preparation of other teachers, scholar . . ?
interactive transactive
How often does inservice education encourage teachers to share, and how
often are teachers basically recipients?
sharing receiving
Flow often area teachers in a passive, reflective role, and how often are they
in an active role?
passivepassive active
How often does inservice education address teachers alone, and how
often does it address all relevant role groupsadministrators support
personnel, aides, custodiaL-clerical personnel, students, p nts, and
community?
single-role focus
How often does inservice education take place during the instructional
dily, and how often is it programmed after school, on.weekends, or during
summer recess?
integrated into instructional day separate activity
How often is inservice education programmed as a single activity such as a
special workshop or an intensive two-day to two-week experience, and

-how often is it an intermittent activity with on-the-job follow-through over
a period of weeks, months, or even years?
intensive developmental
How often is inservice education conducted on-site to accommodate the
specific environmental conditions of a classroom, school, or school com-
munity, and how often is it off-site to allow the teacher to observe and
experience another setting (study days, brief internships), or to provide
the technical and reference facilities of a campus and the reflection and

, . .
cross-fertilization enhanced in this context?
on-site off -site

When inservice education is on-site, how often is it role embeddedfor
example, inservice strategies that maximize formal observation and feed-

multiple-role focu
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book tutting ,Ciillettguas about their teaching behaviorand how often ill it
en activity separate and' apart from actual teaching?

. role embedded _soh related

Flow often Is' Inservica education designed to enrich and enhance the res-
ervoir of knowledge, skills, and experience a teacher will bring to hear in
countless ways in the course of it career, and how often is it designed to
have a more defined, immediate and measurable impact on what trims-

'Ores in the classroom?
- general professional growth specific application

Flow often is inservice education basically additive in terms of expanding
the teacher's repertoire of knowledge and skills, and how often does it
concentrate on reducing and eliminating collide practices and behaviors
or fears and anxieties that militate against effectiveness?
additive analytic ,

Flow often does inservice education allow a serious reexamination of
values and attitudes, .and how often is it designed to reinforce curtain prin-
ciples?
reexamination commitment

The questions above are guidelines for looking comprehensively at
different needs and interests in inservice eduCation and reviewing the
diverse means available for accommodating,these needs ond interests.
There is no shortage of good ideas or effective approaches to inservice
education. However, there remains a real,problem in bringing the rich-
ness and diversity that does exist into more coherent schemes.

The essencesof inservice educationperhaps better called continuing
professional developmentwill obviously not be realized in the occa-
sional after-school workshop or by providing a few new techniques for a
"technologist." Colleges and universities cannot continue to offer com-
fortable courses to attract the experienced teacher, nor can teachers
continue to take such courses for easy credits. Although we must better
understand and respect the role of the teacher, the prevalent practice of
simpleminded needs assessment followed by inappropriate on-site ac-
tivities falls far short of what is needed. It is time to move more aggres-
sively beyond trinket incentives, passive performance, and individual
entrepreneurship.

Continuing professional development will be enhanced when serious
attention is given to such bedrock motivational factors as more genuine
recognition of teachers' efforts, greater opportunity for career diversity
and mobility, conditions in schools that allow for behavior more con:
sonant with one's convictions and abilities, and a more civilized and
comfortable workstyld. Additionally continuing professional develop;

30
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ment must be mine embedded in the daily course of events, To maze a
desired measure of competency --or more accurately, to achieve a Sense
of eXeelle we in what we domay well be the most powerful incentive
for main led learning. What one does as a teacher in a school should be
boat more public and inure cooperative. Loth colleagues and students
should coatribute to and share in one's growth, There should be a cif-
mate in which implicit acknowledgment of one's effort by peers en-
hances professituutl self-respect, Contin.uing interchange and iilogue
between teachers with diverse but complementary abilities seems be a
rather foreign concept of inservice education, yet it has vast potential.
To realize such a concept calls for a major rethinking of how collegial
relationships within a school can be nurtured and how the vast and
diverse support personnel, now basically external to the school can be
better integrated into regular sr ool activities,

,A

This is not to sug ?est that e one be on-site. The theme of this chap-
ter is balance and diversity. Many if not most colleges cannot effectively
spend their limited resources on the resident type of approaches to in-
service education, and they should not delude themselves that they are
responsive and responsible when they do so. However, with the help of
their colleagues in the schools, they can design programs to prepare
more sophisticated and diverse resident support personnel for inservice
education than are now in evidence. The British advisor model, varia-
tions on the organizational development model, and clinical supervision
models are just some of the prototypes for resident inservice education
instructors and coordinators that need further testing. The problem is .

not always one of limited resources. Often it is one of limited concep-
tualization of what might be accomplished by reassigning and retraining
existi g support personnel. The ultimate queStion of an evaluative na-
ture is, Dave you advanced the concept of inservice.e cation so that
when the project terminates, there remains a more co rehensive and
coherent design for inservice education, and not merely e memory of a
series of responses to personal needs?
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Chapter Four
Variables Impact% on the
implementation of
inservice gducationfrograms
Charles J. %intern

This chapter addresses two sepurateibut related items in inservice
education: problems related to the implementation of local projects and
problems facing demonstration of local projects,

Five years ago people who were interestal in inservice education had
to search the literature very carefully to find,even a mention of it. Entire
articles that addressed inservice education*. ere more difficult to find,
and journals devoting the majority of their space to articles on inservice
education were ihdeed a rarity. 4

Within the past five years there has been an upsurge of'interest in
inservice education. Three major variables have been given credit for
the upsurge :"

The teaching force has become more stable as a result of a decline in
public school enrollments. The "revolving professiohal door," through
which hundreds of thousands of teachers each year hltv' e sought other oc-
cupations inside or outside education, has been closed. Tlfejobs that many
teachers equate with the achievement of upward mobilityfor example,
counselor, administrator, supervisor, and college teacherhave become
in short supply. One illustration of the impact of this phenomenon is that in
New York state the average number of years of teaching experience al-
most doubled between.1970 and 1975 (from five to nine years), The result
has been a movement on the part of policy makers and others to recom-
mend continual retraining "to keep teachers current." Their; reasoning is:
During the time of rapid turnover, new blood in teaching meant new ideas;
currently there is no new blood, so there are no new ideas ortechniques;
therefore, inservice education is a necessity.

The decrease in public school enrollments has made finding a teaching's
job extremely difficult for recent graduates in most parts of our nation.
College and university personnel, mindful of the direct relatiottship be-
tween public school enrollments and the continuation of their programs-

25
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indeed, their Jobs--have sought ways to ensure adeqoate enrollitrouts in
leacher education, `Their rationale is. In 114\ paht) fulfillment or their Tajo,'
responsibility, which is to provide the notion with enough qualified
teachers, COONO11141 su Hulett of their.reSrire0S that thefts it!t0011011 was
devoted to inservice education; 1116 need for undergrailudte'programs has
now diminished, so they can turn their attention to improving those cur-
rently leaching in the schools of our iortion;.ffierefore, there is a resource
available for proViding inservice. education,

The dawn of 'collective bargaining to public-sector employees tuna
breathed new fife into 1004.101' OrgolliiitOOoN and 4 44040ml Imhof' in-
volvement in legislation and polkical action, As leachers have developed
and refined their newly acquired power, they have quickly Nona to !OW'
the Oloillo of the traditional doling schoolatraNcliabod ('lime, and the
stereotypes of more recent vintage, OW Attu Hen AN and MV. Peoper, to
comparison of the images portrayed by Brooks and 11'.eepers with the mod-
ern-day images of teachers in wri Tanno? loom. 222, and welcome
Rock, kotter illustrates this met torphOsis,Yfeacher organizations rea-
son as follows; Improvement in t ur educational system depends on the
terms and conditions under which the professionals teach in our schools;
activities that are desired by teachers should he achieved by teacher or-
ganizations through negotiations and/or legislation; most needs assess-
ments conducted by teacher organizations reveal that teachers rate pro-
fessional development as a high priority; therefore, collective-bargaining
contracts should mrovide for inservice education based on teachers'
needs.

There have been many workshops, papers, articles, journals, and con-
ferences devoted to inservice education. Federal agencies are allocating
time and money to . inservice education. The Multi=State Consortium,
which paralleled the,lifi cycle of competency-based teachereducation,
seems to have been reincarnated as the National COuncil of States on
Inservice Education. The March-April 1977 issue of the Journal of
Teacher Education was devoted to inservice education, and Phi Delta
Kappan usually has a couple of articles on inservice education each

Emonth.

Inservice education is on the movebut in what direction? Consider
the following observations on the state of the art:

Most states have not even attempted to define inservice education for
their educational systems.

In the states that have attempted to define it, the definition has not met
with universal acclaim.

Most inservice education projects described in the journals deal with 50
teachers or less.'

Most articles in national journals and most speeches at national confer-
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*ages 'ono by necessity sufficiently Abstract to hill into the following
kad11111011; ,

41w411044111r prof I nts that encurage people to do antindhill$1:11110
ONO ann01114#0 t o do anything 1101411140 anything seenachetter than
nothing; -

Annus quo pronounceMentsthot illustrate how we alreay 4011110 of what
people say should be done;

1
surueturel pronountankats that chino that yve have only to Lourdes. nut
priorities Mal 1411144101 1140 in older to implement isoservice eAtscotioN

oollehormlost pronottoretnents that claim that everything will he fine if ssAly
we could collision-Ate or that everything will full apart if collabdfation is
forced on WV, ,.

shtoottl,411 prononnceMents that detail on "exceptional" lowly Frs pin
grunt for IO teachers or less tpi it subject Of limited upload and aprejc obility ,
offered at a time that hap4ed to coincide with it free period;
dountondloum pronouncements that Moil the problems (swing well-
intentioned advocates of insestvice education,

This chapter could full into all of those categories, but it Nis mainly
into the doom-andgloom cat gory, not because I believe that inservice
education cannot be effective but because there are many problems that
must be so ved before teach s can buy into the process, The following
list is not sill-inclu lye or pr iiti zed:

I. What is in, ce ed u ction? The only definition's with which
people agree ar sq, roa they are virtually useless. Reduced to
their lowest cornmogdeno tor, the definitions seem to indicate that
inservice education is anyth-in .thift teachers or others are engaged in

...
that seems to make sense. S ch definitions may he viable, but if the
broadest definition were ado t d1,4 should concentrate strictly on the
administration of intervice u,c4to because the process and content
would be as variableaS chan
verse. lir ;

2. Who should
want to include o
cafeteria worker

If and as comprehenfsive as the uni.

b the targetS" inservice education? Some people,

i, rnbers;,, ':.

,teacherslthers advocate inservice education for
, aides, monitors, custodians, school board me

and parents. The real issue isy, do we encourage participation by the
veteran teacher who is tume by inservice education? Forcing inser-` --
vice education onleachers4satild be tantamount to the Crusades.

3. Who sh9uld be involved in the governance of inservice-education ?'
Most people .rito nstion eachers'artd administrators in responding to this;
question. Ot e- higher education personnel, school board..,
members, parents,iiisitate education department experts. Who should ?

n 4
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he involved is one of the moot difficult issues to rosolvo The now uptiChOf
comer legislation mandates that a malotity of the members of the poiWy
boerds be *totters, That mandate will not in itself goertonoo the 14414744104
010 1)14,01, The only way 4:011011411011401 w01-144 04 by involving people
who went to make it work,

4, How in,bervice valvion ,fiondop holing of inhervice edit-
cation is a very difficult problem to solve because of 4111011411141 0110114%044

for 04110:441101101 purposes, hunting of inservice eiltication must he
viewed in the contest of our economy. It would he very difficult to egin
410 0114411000 0401000011 program in a 4000411 that was retrenching on
staff; the funds to he spent on innervice education could he used instead
to hire hack staff, It would also he difficult to implement an 110011000
education program in a district that had eliminated some educational
programs from its budget; one could well imagine the reaction of parent*
to the establishment or 011 inservice program 10 a district that had elimi-
nated foreign languages, music, art, 1011104001 reading, bus' transports=
don, or interscholastic activities, to tangential note: Cutting prOgrktillti
in schools. falls hardest on children tVom poorer furuilies wealthier
families can afford private music lessons, i01110101 camp, etc., 6,4.1 their
children.)

5. Should there he rewards for participation in !aveger education?'
Some people advocate a system of inservice education Naked by the
employer; others want to make insorvice education the individual
teachers'professional responsibility. Some people want school districts
to pay for inservice education programs; others want the state to pay,
Some people want to take the money currently paid to teachers for
graduate education and rechannel it into inservice education; others feel
that such a practice would ultimately destroy inservice education.

What does all of this mean for implementing inservic ication dem-
onstration projects? It means that there will be man obstaclesmany
non-believers and many negative attitudes.

If a project simply invites participation, it will pr thably be a small-scale
operation mostly attracting teachers who need the 'relit for certification.

If a project mandates participation, most teach rs will have a negative
attitude toward it.

If a project is conducted after school, most teachers will be tired from
teaching all day and will not be very enthusiastic.

If a project is conducted on school time, it wit require releasing the
students or hiring substitutes. Parent groups have complained about the
former practice, and administrators and school b and members will not

vv
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Lot us now 6W-lr in die hists inservice education.
Most teachers have viewed inservice etli$CatiOn via college criiitaiseas

a Waste Or time. They have eccriniulated credit hoots because they have,
had to NMI certification requirements or NOMAe they have felt that the
extra pay they would r40ive as a retittli Watt a financial investment. As 4
result the prevailing attitude toward inservice education anions teachers
(nod administrators as well) has been, "(live me the credit in its quick
and painless away ON possible."

(Must teachers have viewed inservice othication in school districts Its
Stvratlic and inconsistent. Practically all such programs have boon ono-
shot affairs with no follow-up and no Itritualise goals--in short, no
permanence. To be meaningful to teachers, many people claim, inser-
vice education should address a problem or daticiencY Perccived by
teachers. Inservice programs in school districts seldom, it' ever, have
taken this approach, When they have, they have not been so NOCCONNAll
as they could have been beciTse they have.usuallY involved the princi-
pal or.superintendent, who iit)responsible for evaltiating teachers. It Is
unrealisticlo expect teachers openly to admit deficiencies to the person

;,(4) who rates their effectiveness.
4!4. I have outlined some of the reasons for dooni and gloom. Let me now

relate the major recommendations on inservico eduCtation that wore re-
cently released by the New York CommiXxiOrtiti'.0,EduCation's "'Cask
Force on Teacher Education and Certification:4TO* Poice; 1977).

Most states that have mandated inservice education have placed the
te responsibility squarely on the individual teacher"If you don't ac-

cumulate x credit hours or inservice hours my amount of time, you lose
your license." The important difference in the recommended plan for
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that iesponsilality 101 planning and implementing nisei vice education
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thin insei)4L,:eethication occur dining the noonal work day and year its
well as mitsiiiJITIS-piod upon agieement between official remesenta
lives of the district and of the faculty;

that the state he responsible for funding inset vice plogianis in each
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especially over legislation on teacher centers.
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developing a manageable stun:bite so that 'projects can-be used by
others. If one only works on a elemonstration project and not On the
bigger issues, the bigger issues will not be solved.
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ment for all projects from the outset of planning. In general the amend-
ment provides: (a) increased attention to improving the school/learning
climate through Teacher Corps projects, (b) emphasis on reform in the
training and retraining of education perstmnel -through Teacher Corps
projects, and (c) a greater focus on demonstration, documentation, in-
stitutionalization, and dissemination of the !esults of Teacher Corps
projects..

Whatever Teacher Corps will-require of tencher education projects
that seek to be demonstrations, one research-and-development question
will have to be addressed: how to help school and university practition-
ers in the project and other practitioners and agencies outside the project
accept an innovation that has been dpmonstrated to be successful or
useful for teaching disadvantaged and low-income still:lents. That ques-
tion is the focus of this chapter.

Experience Concerns

Teacher Corps emphasizes participatory decision-making and de-
velopment by all who are involved in the project: the director, the pro-
gram-development specialist, the team leaders, the interns, the school
principal, the community-development specialist, the community, and
the university administration and faculty. Usually Teacher Corps proj-
ect personnel see research and development as an interactive process
with abundant feedback from and commitment by all theabove parties.
Such a process tends to be nonlinearcontext to needs assessment to
treatment, back to hypotheses to retraining to analysis, back to field-test
to documentation to evaluation, back to model identification to training
design and curriculum change. The Teacher Corps' practice raises at
least conceptual dissonance in the minds of many persons who expect
research and development to be linear and systematicbackground to
hypotheses to treatment to field-test to resultswith little involvement
of others, particularly those from the real world of schools and commu-
nity, and no change during the process. Research-based development
and school-based development are perceived by these persons/as dis-
tinct, as are theory-based fonstructs and practice-based ctinstructs.
Teacher Corps asks persons now to mix the two, to operate as profes-
sionals in the space between research and practice, in a context where
the university and the school are both equal. What is carried back and

4
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forth from practice to research and research to practice will have to take
into account teacher, education efforts reported by content-based re-
search and development, curriculum-reform projects funded by Title IV
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Ad, competency -based
_teacher education, and elementary education models.

If one reviews these efforts, one finds some common characteristics
that are not shared by Teacher Corps demonstrations.

Research is seen as distinct from development; researchers are distinct
from developers. In contrast, in Teacher Corps demonstrations the group
decides what is to be developed, what has been discovered, what will be
demonstrated.

Products and processes deemed ready for development are listed in
catalogs when they have met some hard, scientific criteria. In contrast, in
Teacher Corps demonstrations the criteria for readiness for demonstra-
tion are soft.

Products and processes successfully reach other school practitioners
when a salesperson or linker helps connect the user to the product or
process through a series of concrete steps such as (a) awareness sessions,
(b) selection of a product or process to review, (c) its try-out with peers
who have used it, (d) evaluation of its relevance, (e) its adaptation to the
setting in which it will be used, and (I) evaluation of its applicability by the
user and the producer. In contrast, in Teacher Corps demonstrations a
group tries out products and processes as problem solutions. It selects
those products and processes that it discovers on its own, at its stage of
readiness, with its own expectations and patterns for access .to and adapta-
tion of a construct or material.

Trainers who are most successful in transmitting an idea, process, or
product are not usually the inventors or researchers. Rather they are prac-
titioners like those who will accept or reject the innovation. In contrast, in
Teacher Corps demonstrations, trainers are those brought in to teach a
concept that the group will manipulate or arrange.

Continuing impact of an innovation depends on publication and market-
ing of a document or series of materials. In contrast, in Teacher Corps
demonstrations, institutionalization depends on institutions hiring per-
sons and granting tenure to those who know and can deliver the innovation
in a particular kind of setting, continuing financial support to groups of
individuals, and receiving acceptable public recognition for the effect of
the demonstration.

Traditional research-and-development projects provide little evi-
dence about how collaborative decision-making affects research or de-
velopment, usually because little sharing occurs. Some evidence may be
forthcoming from National Institute of Education-funded studies of
School-Based Problem-Solving and from the Office of Education-fund-
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ed National Facilitator Network efforts.
Teacher Corps has primarily concentrated on providing high-quality

teachers for schools with a high proportion of disadvantaged learners.
Projects have focused on teaching skills, attitudes, knowledge, under-
standing, and even competencies to young adults moving into a very
specialized mode of professional service as a teacher. The aim has been

(10 help people learn how to survive, how to influence, how to improve an
environment under crisis pressures. Most research-and-development
efforts in teacher education have occurred in safer environmentsor have
focused on a particular process skill, understanding, or competency that
was seen as generalizable to all teachers. Teacher Corps projects have
drawn together activists, innovators, trainers, and entrepreneurs, all of
whom have reputations for impact on persons training to teach in a
specific crisis school or system. These indiyiduals, as individuals or in
groups, have kept track of products and processes for training similar
types of people in other projects; they have assumed that the effect will
be the same. Traditional research-and-development approaches have
not made that assumption. So Teacher Corps projects have another dis-
sonance with traditional research and development in teacher educa-
tion: Teacher Corps develops complex processes and products to influ-
ence a total but peculiar (in the scientific sense) kind of classroom; most
research-and-development efforts develop simple products or processes
for use by all kinds of teachers in the general kind of classrooms in all
schools. By focusing on demonstration of effective practice; Teacher
Corps asks education personnel to examine theory and practice in the,
conceptual spaces between the applicability of2research findings to prac-
tice on the one hand, and what works in an ob'ective, high-quality pro-
cess to support results in a research communit . Reviewing the experi-

'y

ence and records of Education Professions Development Act projects,
4 National Science Foundation faculty institutes, and other teacher edu-

cation efforts provides minimal insights on how to address this problem
of research in practice. Some notions that bear examination from teach-

1

er-development efforts under Programs for the Education of the Handi-
capped are:

Learning about planning andievaluation, which assist in diagnosis of
learning needs, is distinct from learning about classroom practices or stu-
dent-involvement strategies, which are prescriptions for learning needs.

Preservice training and inservice training are distinct logically, but not
necessarily in reality. The key variable affecting program design and out-
come is abilitythat of the new professional at one extreme, that of the
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experienced professional at the other. The variety of ability requires dif-
ferent training situations for new and experienced professionals, to
analyze their experiences and consolidate their learning. The same prod-
uct and process can be learned by both.

Adult learning styles require that more initiative and responsibility for'
selection of learning opportunities be placed in the hands of the teacher
trainetas learner. Interest and awareness precede examination and analy-
sis," hich precede adaptation and evaluation, which precede acceptance
in practice.

An individual's acceptance of truly professional teacher roles is de-
velopmental and dimensional. The competency of master teacher in all
dimensions is acquired by few.

In sum, TeacherCorps projects are different from most currently rec-
ognized research-and-development efforts in.three significant ways:

Most Teacher Corps projects accept a developmental approach to re-
search and development in which recycling and exploration continually
moduify hypotheses and treatments. The dissimilarity of this approach to
the traditional linear approach is reinforced by Teacher Corps' collabora
tive decision-making.

Most Teacher Corps projects emphasize the training delivered to
specific trainees and the ability Of those trainees to perform in very special
schools. Such efforts require enormous commitment of personal energy,
time, and resources to develop skills that are effective with a particular
group of studnts.

Most Teach& Corps projects somehow involve the community, a com-
ponent not usually addressed in ordinary teacher education programs or
research.

What, then, are ome techniques and strategies for demonstrating ef-
fective practices t those in the project and those outside it?

lternative Approaches

The most corn only discussed strategies for introducing educational
practices to tea ers are: publishers; talking with fellow educators; con-
ferences and workshops; degree programs; curriculum development
procts; reading professional magazines and research journals; teacher
centers; the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC); and the
Office of Education's National Diffusion Network. Of these, only some
curriculum development projects with specially attached demonstration
unitsend some degree programs with laboratory schools can be consid-
ered systematic demonstration efforts that have communicated a par-

/4 4
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ticular teacher practice through a structured training program. Others
ha- lie demonstrated a practice simply by pointing to a person, place, or
material that can show how the practice works. Developing a systematic
demonstration of an effective practice places certain expectations on a
project:

For Insiders
identify possible practices to be learned (often phrased, conduct a needs

assessment);
through a catalog or awareness session, present a description of

practices to the insiders eligible to receive training;
(sometimes) provide the insiders withan opportunity to visit a school in

which the practices are being used;
(often) bring in a specially trained instructor to work with selected

trainees, usually through workshops;
provide time and resources to trainees to develop their own adaptation

of the practices, usually through a small grant;
usually through a newsletter or a role as a trainer, often at a conference,

prOvide special recognition to trainees who develop a workable practice.

For Outsiders.
identify possible practices for examination;
identify adaptations of the practices that are in use in the projecteither

activities of trainees or training components developed by project staff;
present examples of successful practicesagain, either activities of

trainees or training components developed by project staff;
prepare booklets describing selected trainee activities or project com-

ponents.

e:above approach assumes that the practices being demonstrated
have already been invented and somewhat tried out. A project is demon-
strating how to make the, practices. work in,a particularSetting., partici-
pants in the project have actually refined the practices. Outsiders learn
what has been refined and how.

A second strategy for demonstrating effective practices places_project
trainees in the role of developer. Working with staff wh are eperi-
enced with the practices to be learned, trainees take the practices
through sufficient planning, implementation, and evaluation in a school
setting to make themselves competent developers and practitioners of
the practices. Many who use this approach see teaching as an art learned
from others through experience and the teacher as the practitioner of
many interdependent roles. A demonstration using this approach would
do the following:

.4
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For Insiders
have trainees agree to work with selected master.practitione,rs;
schedule a cycle of planning, implementation, and evaluation io assurer

that analysis, reworking, and adjusting of application and theoky occur
almost daily;

accept intuition, in sight, exploration, and successive approximation in
the asetual development of practices;

record and feed back progress toward installation of the practices being
learned and developed into a model;

have trainees regularly discuss their growth as a professional teather.

For Outsiders
describe the characteristics of the practices being attempted;
identify procedures for becoming an insider;
present examples of successful development, training, teaching, and

evaluation.

This approach assumes that the ideal practices have yet to be de-
veloped; what can be demonstrated is the state of the art.

A third strategy for demonstrating effective practices requires
ing the characteristics (techniques,.skills, knowledge, etc.) needed f9i. a
person to be a recognized practitioner of particular practices. Trainees
identify and select activities that will complement or complete their, ac-
quisition of the techniques, skills, knowledge, etc., that describe the
practices. In this approach to demonstration, projects would do the fol-
lowing:

For Insiders
specify the characteristics needed to become a model practitioner;
identify acceptable activities that assist in the acquisition of the needed

characteristics;
provide opportunities for review, diagnosis, analysis, and documenta-

tion that plot progress in attaining characteristics;
certify attainment of characteristics (techniques, ,skills, knowledge,

etc.).

For Outsiders
indicate experiences available at the site that will assist outside trainees

in acquiring needed characteristics;
provide some self-learning programmed materials that will assist,out-

side trainees in acquiring certain characteristics;
provide a method for measuring attainment of characteristics;
provide a record of learning outcomes for outside trainees using tech-

niques.
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The third approach assumes that a practice can be broken into a series
of discrete characteristics for which individual training sequences can be
designed. It further assumes that acquisition of all of the characteristics
equals competent- practice. The demonstration is in the evidence that
certain sequences of materials,- experiences, confrontations, and ac-
tivities have a continuing, consistent, reliable effect on persons seeking
to acquire the characteristics. What is demonstrated is the training
package.

A fourth approach to demonstrating effective practices is to use cer-
tain practitioners as exemplars. In this approach a project would list
selected exemplars, arrange apprenticeships with exemplars for in-
dividuals, and record products and processes developed by exemplars
and apprentices.

The fourth approach assumes that a practice can only be learned by
apprenticeship to a person who exemplifies the practice and is available
to explain...guide, and analyze. What is demonstrated is the complete
practice of a master. which can be adapted by a student into a new form
of excellent practice.

The range of approaches presented here has moved from a precise
listing of products and processes with some level of formal evidence of
success to an imprecise identification of a practitioner who effectively
uses certain products and processes. All approaches are currently in use
as methods of demonstrating exemplary practice. This fact indicates
another fundamental disagreement in the profession and the research
community: how one identifies a quality product or process and how one
provides for a quality demonstration. Objective criteria help identify a
quality product or process. Yet some qualitative processes and products
occur in complex teaching and development settings where objective
criteria are difficult to apply. The most effective demonstrators of effec-
tive practice are master practitioners who exemplify excellence of appli-
cation of products and processes, but who themselves are most difficult
to identify with objective criteria. Thus, when what is to be demon-
strated can be specified, who can demonstrate it becomes difficult; and
when who can demonstrate is specified, what can be demonstrated be-
comes somewhat fortuitous. Innovations with impact have large doses
of process and product specificity and identified master practitioners.
The appropriate demonstration strategy seems to be a contextual or
philosophical matter. Effective demonstrations are recorded in all four
approaches.

"`f
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Other ,Levels of Impact
41

Demonstrating effective practices to practitioners inside and outside
Ne project's target areas is one question. Another question iswhether
the demonstration has an effect on significant others: the culty of edu-
cation, other faculty members, the school system as a hole, other
school systems, the state department of education, the pr ession, and
faculties at other institutions. Demonstration for these au iences is usu-
ally undertaken to attain professional recognition and continuing sup-
port for the demonstration effort.

Professional recognition usually comes in the following forms: (a)
tenure; (b) employment by a group of peers; (c) employment of a student
whom one has trained ii/through the project; (d) recognition of publica-
tions; ( e) approval of one's program by faculty groups, funding agen-
cies, etc., and (f) adoption and use of one's program. People are the-Sr-
riers of the practices in types (a), (b), and (c); materials are the carrier's in
(d), (e), and (f). A demonstration effort, then, must from the start be
aware that it needs somehow to make visible to outside audiences both
quality persons and quality materials. A demonstration is challenged to
(a) identify the quality characteristics of persons who would be accept.:
able to the college or school system that hires and to the state degia
ment that certifies, and (b) identify the standards for recording and
documentation that would lead to publication as a research paper, as a
material or text, as a usable handbook. Identification of the criteria and
standards for performance and publication also indicates the kinds of
documentation needed to back up the validity of the demonstration and
the performances of the particular individuals who made such a quality
demonstration possible. Efforts to document effective practices de-
veloped in a project by qualified personnel do not in themselves assure
recognition or acceptance. Some recognition and acceptance by an in-
stitution comes in.terms of promotion into available slots. Some prOfes-
sional recognition comes 'in invitations to publish and to speaks Both
activities result from demonstrated competence and through political
processes that operate independently of the project, persons ,or mate-
rials involved. Quality can be controlled; availability of slot, invita-
tions, and space cannot.

Continuing support for an effort is affected by timing, availability of
funds, and commitment. Identifiable forms of support that projects seek
from institutions as a sign of successful demonkrations are hard institu-

0
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tional mo ey for personnel, special-equipment and library purchases,
space all tion or renovation, a new building, and endowment.

All of t ese forms of support are tied to reallocation of institutional
dollars. derally supported research-and-development projects face a
significant constraint that makes acquisition of such dollars difficult
public ownership of their products and processes. If project personnel or
supporting institutions expect to generate income from the sale of publi-
cations or services, at the outset they must negotiate copyright and pat-
ent arrangements that allow for such income production. There are
myriad examples of products and processes left on a shelf by individuals
or institutions because of sqTibbles with the federal government over
ownership. Many a great development group has been ripped apart on
this issue. Many a professional effort has ceasedwhile project Members
sort out among themselves who invented the idea or product or process
and what is an appropriate or fair weighting orauthorship and owner-
ship.. The closer one gets to a refined high-quality product, the. more
intense the ownership claims become from individuals. Then begins the
debate with the government over equitable rights. Similar and more cru-
cial conflicts occur between project and institution, and between institu-
tion and federal government. Ownership is not an easy question to re-
solve. Yet the money is the energy that can justify and release institu-
tional support. The long-term promise of royalties and dollars makes
possible the investment in tenure (personnel) and facilities.

Large federal grants are useful leverage, but total support from the
federal governmentbw outside agency reduces the- local or institu-
tional share of ownership of the product or process. Asking a dean or
president or superintendent for institutional dollar support for person-
nel, space, equipment, a special facility even, requires long a patient
negotiation and continual evidence, not only that the proje has a qual-
ity product or process and a useful impact, but also that thers are in-
terested in using the product or process. Getting soft or ha dollars for a
quality demonstration means targeting the money, decision-makers,
motivation, agendas, and even,the various self-interests. Often federal
Sgendas conflict with state and local agendas here, a problem com-
pounded when both the agency and the individual claim ownership of the
effective products or processes. On short delivery schedules, what dol-
lars can purchase controls the project. In longer-term projects, where
impact is more pervasive, what control comes with the dollars needs to
be carefully weighed. Personnel at university research - and - develop-
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ment centers have wrestled long and hard with this problem. Their expe-
rience bears examination.
. The point is not that funding agencies should be asked to put up money
for buildings. The point is that developing a process or product to the
stage in which it is reliable and efficient in existin f schoolg and colleges
requires a heavy investment of time, energy, an money. Refinement
itself requires establishing controls.to assure that personnel are skilled in
delivering the products and processes. These persons require adequate
support and recognition. Energizing and maintaining them at a high level
of productivity usually requires: a clear agreement on ownership of
product and process; a consistent, reliable allocation of resources to
develop the demonstration and train persons in it; adequate facilities to
house together the developers and trainers; and abundant support for
product and process refinement, remodeling, field-testing, and promo-
tion. The dollars for these key activities of a demonstration are the most
difficult to acquire from the local or state level., When federal dollars are
used instead, ownership and sponsorship again become issues.

When projects are assured sufficient federal, local, and other support
to develop, demonstrate, and promote products and processes, they can
build track records that allow them to gain institutional support for
salaries, facilities, new equipment, and libraries. Institutional funds fora
project come only by serendipity or over the long haul. Building a record
of accomplishment and quality is the only technique that assures consid-
eration by institutional money holders. And then they will need to see
some recurring income from tuition, royalties, or fees that offsets the
investment.

Summary

Effective demonstration projects will most probably follow patterns
already existing in the research-and-development community. These
patterns can be summarized as follows:

Decide what you will demonstrate. Be precise. Give it a name. Choose
products and processes that are drawn from a research tradition of some
repute, and invest your energy in the acceptance of modifications of these
products and processes by specific kinds of schools and colleges.

Acquire the necessary facilities, pe sonnet, equipment, materials, time,
and money to do a high-quality j . Define your quality expectations
early, with your targets clearly in mi : the profession, the classroom, the
college, the accreditation process, etc.

50
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Identify in advance the internal development process you will follow.
Recycle often. Document products and processes used in each cycle.

Identify in advance the process you will use to share products and pro- q!'
cesses with outsiders. Establish clear rides and roles for outsiders, includ-
ing the funding agent. Define what products ourocesses will be shared
when and under what caveats. Define ownership and sponsorshVir,-
rangements.

Give your project an identity distinct from the product or pr ss to be
demonstrated. People are tied to products or processes; pr Os are tied
to institutions. Institutional support comes to a project%

Apply "Rule 23": In all situations remember th eality overcomes
logic and perfection. Do not lose sight of program Litt white responding
to political and personality pressures.

Finally, remember what many in the research community believe:
The search for accountability cannot be based upon agreed-upon objec-
tives starting from first principles, because there will never be agreement
upon the nature or priority of social objectives . . . The present uncer-
tainties should lead R & D planners to a strategyin which the process of
experimentation is conscidesly used as a mechanism that helps define so-
cial values. (Pincus, 1974, p. 138)
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Chapter Six

Demonstration of Delivery Systems for
Inservice Education
Karl Massanari

The term "delivery system" incorporates two subconcepts
"delivery" and "system." The root word for "delivery" is "deliver,"
and according to Webster's dictionary (1967), it has several meanings:
"to set free; to hand over: convey; to assist in giving birth; also: t aid 'n
the birth of; utter, relate; to send to an intended destination- (p. ).
Applied to an inservice education project, the different meaning Id
lead to different approaches to inservice education.

From the clients' (teachers') point of view, the implications of the
different meanings are one,or more of the following:

The clients want to be set free, or liberated (from ignorance or ineffec-
tive practices).

The clients wantx (content, process, expertise, materials, etc.), some-
thing worthy of delivery.

The clients want assistancein giving birth (to new ideas).
The clients want to hear utterances, pronouncements.
The clients wantx sent somewhere (and in a certain manner).

From the deliverer's point of view, the implications are as follows:
Tpo-deliverer wants to assist in setting clients free (from the use of inef-

fective ractices).
The d liverer has x (cbntent, process, expertise, matlals, etc.), some-

thing w rthy of delivery, and wants to hand it over to the clients.
The deliverer is willing to assist in giving birth (to the clients' new ideas).
The deliverer is ready to make pronouncements.
The deliverer wants to send x somewhere (and in a certain manner).

This brief excursion into the semantics of the word "deliver" makes
clear that thb word alone is inadequate, to convey what we mean with
respect to 'the provision of inservice education opportunities by an
agenq.
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Likewise, the word "system" has several meanings. Two of the less
technical ones are: "A group of devices . . . forming a network esp. for
distributing something or serving a common purpose" and "an or-
ganized or established procedure: method" (Webster's, 1967, p. 895).
Applied to an ervice education project, "system" implies that the
project has (a) an organized orestablished procedure to deliverx and (b)
a group of devices forming a network to distribute x to its clients.

What does all of this analysis mean? It suggests at once that there is
more than one approach to providing inservice education opportunities
for clients. One approach would be to select certain devices from a
catalog of delivery mechanisms on a hit-or-miss basis, implement them
on a trial-and-error basis, retain those that appear to work, and discard
those that do not. An illustration of such a catalog is appended. Another
approach would be to select certain devices from a catalog of delivery
mechanisms and design them into an organized delivery network. The
network, or system, would be established in advance of delivery and be
used to deliver the project's x.

I reject both approaches for these reasons: (a) The first approach is
mechanistic/atomistic and would probably not yield a system in the long
run. (b) Both approaches incorporate the defect of predetermination,
that is, determination of design prior to delivery and with little or no
regard for clients' needs and interests. In addition, both imply the impo-
sition of an externally designed system or plan. (c) Th9 term "delivery
system" itself is inappropriate to describe what we really are talking
about. We need to think of other approaches to the solution of the prob-
lem. One approach emerges from interrelating the various factors that
have a bearing on providing effective inservice education.

An Emerging Approach

We are concerned about the demonstration of effective strategies to
meet staff development needs of school personnel in specific situations.
The particular context may impose certain limitations; it may provide
certain opportunities; and it may itself be subject and responsive to cer-
tain modifications. This approach to thinking about the problem rejects
predetermined plans/systems. It emphasizes the interrelationship of
staff development and a specific situation, the emergence of strategies to
meet staff development needs from such an interrelationship, and evalu-
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ution of the effectiveness of the strategies that are employed (quality.
control).

As illustrated in Figure I, the determination of strategies for meeting
staff development needs (providing inservice educution) isii. process in-
volving the interrelationship of staff development needs, the content or
substance required to meet those needs, the contextual conditions, and
the available resources. In this approach, strategies emerge; they' are not
predetermined. Strategies, as used here, refers to the ways in which
content (curriculum, instruction, experiences, etc.) is provided to meet
staff development needs within the parameters set by contextual condi-
tions and available:resources. But strategies may also include provisions
for changing existing conditions, creating ones, or efinding the

1, available pool of resources.
Although the main fociis of this chi er is on inservice educati the

approach of emerging strategies h s implications for preservice edu
Lion as well, especially when one views education personnel develo
ment as a career-long continuum. The implications will influence b th
the campus- and the field-based components of a preparilion

Demonstration of Strategies for Meeting
Staff Development Needs

.4*

The topic under consideration includes not only the determination of
strategies to use in meeting staff development needs, but also demon-
stration of those strategies. Let us return to our approach of examining
the meanings of words and look at "demonstrate," the root word for
"demonstration": "to shoik clearly; to prove or make clear by reason-

* ing or by evidence; to illustrate and explain esp. with many examples"
(Webster's, 1967, p. 220). "Demonstration," then, means "an outward
expression, or display; an act, proCess, or means of proving to the intel-
ligence" (p. 220) by reasoning or by conclusive evidence.

Application of the concept "demonstration" to the provision of inser-
vice education likewise has two. meanings or implications: A project im-
plements certain strategies for meeting staff development needs and
shows clearly how they are to be implemented and how they work 'fn
practice; and a projects shows that these strategies are more effective
than others. The burden of proof of the effectiveness of the strategies
used is not integral to the first meaning of the concept; it is to the second.

/
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Bram the knowledge bane that supports staff devolo;ment needs
be expanded, 1 take the position that demonstration should include ef-
forts to show that oho strategy is more effective than others, Stich dem-
onstration should make it possible to assort that:

I. a particular strategy (or cluster of strategies) in a particular context (6)
does not work or (b) is morn affective than some other ono.
2. a particular strategy or cluster of strategics) is more affective than;
some other strategy (or strategics) (a) if certain conditions are present,
and /or (b) whon certain resources are available, and/or (c) when a partiCu-
lar content is involved.
This position about demonstration has significant implications. Read-

iness to experiment is a prerequisite. CarefIll documentation/description
of experience is required. Evaluation is imperative. Some formal re-
search may !:le necessary.

Decision-Making and Action Steps

The implementation of an emerging approach to inservice education
suggests a number of steps for decision-making and action. The steps
need not be taken sequentially. Decision-making about any one step
need not be independent of decision-making about other steps. Deter-
mining the strategiei.to use in providing inservice education will depend
on interrelating the steps. )

I. Determine how to identify staff development needs and what they are.
2. Determine what iristruction, courses, seminars, workshops, indepen-
dent study, prikticum experiences, and training materials will likely be
required to meet the needs.
3. Atialyze the contextual conditions to determine what restraints they
impose, and what potential they have for contributing to effective staff
development programs; consider how the conditions might be changed to
make them less restrictive.
4. Analyze the available resources io determine their potential as well as
their restraints and to consider how the available pool of resources might
be expanded as necessary.

5. Examine relevant research to ascertain which findings might contrib-
ute to meeting staff development needs effectively.
6. Interrelating the outcomes of the previous steps, determine what kinds
of content (as defined earlier) are needed and the strategies for providing
tOem. .

7. Estaklish and implement quality-control mechanisms (documentation,
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evaluation procedures, research designs) to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the strategies being oiled,

Modify the atrategiottin accordance with feedback from experience.

A Final Word

If the proposed model were implemented at a number of sites,
documentation, evaluation, and research would yield valuable findings
regarding the effectiveness of different strategies in different contexts
with different pools of available resources, and for different kinds of
content, Such findings should be collected, clarified, synthesized, and
disseminated to tpte education community. They would be valuable and
needed contributions to the knowledge base that supports education
personnel development. Publications such as "What's Working
Where" and "What Didn't Work Here" would be welcomed by the edu-
cation profession. Demonstration as used in the title of this article, then,
means expanding the knowledge base that presently supports staff de-
velopment of education personnel.
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Chapter Seven

Institutional Responsibility for
Inservice Education
William L. Smith

There is probably no single area in education that has more said abotit
it today, with loss known, than teacher education. This is particularly
true of effective teacher practices for delivering service to &Wen.

The basic reason for this condition is simple. Society has not yet
agreed on a set of objcctives and functions from which schooling can be
curried out. The absence of agreement affects American education in
general and teacher education in particular. We must resolve some of the
questions about the function of the school, the function of other institu-
tions and their relationship to the school, and the accountability of
educators for the achievement of students.

One of the problems plaguing education today is that because the
school has a captive audience as a result of compulsory attendance,lo-
ciety expects it to solve all the problems that other institutions have
failed to solve. Society further expects that the solution will come with-
out large amour ts of new resources and without examining the struc-
ture, climate, and organization of the school. Yet we have no real
knowledge or empirical information about the most effective ways of
accomplishing the task. .

That was the hard half of my message. The other half is more optimis-
tic. More can probably be accomplished now than ever before. To illus-
trate what I mean, recall several.recent decades of history.

Let us first go back to the 1940s. When one thinks about the 1940s, one
thinks about the war and the war years. In my opinion thost years
provided the last evidence we have of effective achievement of national
goals by our society. During those years we as a people came together
and made sacrifices and adjustments to achieve'a common goal. Some of
you might disagree and say, "There was the energy crisis." The energy
crisis (more specir ally the gasoline lines) was an exception, but it was

51
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short-lived, and thus it never really mobill4ed people behind .kt cause.
Therefore, as I see it, WON War II really was the last time we as 14

people came together to achieve a national objective. I CO at the
Period of Nationalism,

The 1950s were what I call the Period of Complacenc returned
from the war, in which there had been success. Affluent had begun to
emerge as a result of incomes from work in the defense plants, and pros-
polity began to increase, Comptavwy helm to take hold as we moved
out of the cities, We assumed that we had achieved objectives in the
1940s that were going to help us make a better society, Suburbs, subur-
bia, and "the good life'became the way of the 195(1s,

It was not Mitirthe early I 960s, when Conant (1962) used the phrase
"social dynamite", and Wessman (1962) wrote about the culturally de-
prived child, that we began to introspect.'l call this self-examination the
Period of Aw- areness, In this period several things ovurred; We became
aware of great social needs; we became aware of poverty; we became
aware' of cultural differences; we became aware of dissidence; we be-
came aware of cultural changes; and we saw it number of revolutions
of teachers, minorities, poor people, ethnic groups, maned, and youth.
Then, of course, there were the riots in the mid 1960s, Finally there was
the knowledge revolution. More scientific and technological informa-
tion had been generated in a 10-year period than had been produced and
accumulated in the previous 100 years. The Changes made us critically
aware of the needs, the people, and the era. The irony was that because
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 195 anti because of ,.

many other pieces ofGreat Society legislation,, the Period of(Awareness
was enhanced by 'the Period of Great Hope and ,Optimisnt. \

The Period of Great Hope and Optimism was characteriiedttt;reat
promise. One unfortunate thint about the period was our level of eSpee-.
tation. We in the United States, as a people, had become so instant -'
product oriented that we demanded instant sOltitiong in all -cirz.P.-1.sa
cumstances. It is not difficult to understand how. at ittale deve14ped.. k ,:
There were instant meals, instant playbacks in sport instant retritival
systems, and instant cooking. Therefore, the reasoning Werti,,:solutiOns:
are not a problem. Resources will be obtained tb'meet the.need.SUccess
will occur, so we can forget about a problerilb pre we lose our patkrtce
with it,' and another problem can then be tack 0 till* problems are ,

addressed. .

It took a while to learn that human problenTs"do readily yield to
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11414911.1pihort,terni solutiOnti, This learitini prOritreed a transition. 'fhe
111eriod 01(.,ireal flOpe alai Optimiamled t) the 1970s, the present, which

. -I ,eall the lOariO4,1 hi Reality.. Today, no pne is'hifying into the "instant"'. A

..e0n4p1.. , . . . .
Ne . ..

1? , N
a

1./ itiVIIIP 1114NyAnioe to talk about tIk.1-9440ti, the 1950s the I 960s , and

the first three quarters Of 111,01470s, `Iliey are past and when One is look-
ling alleangs inAtrosialet, it is-eiksie6rjhe nuich more analytical,

1,1 neininds,:the of Whi(1 heard flettrY Kissinger, in his last days as
Siter011i'y iffS te., loll iitgroup of newspaper editors about the difference
between pti decision-making and policy analysis: In policy (loci-
.siOrilithking yod have. to use yiihatcver data are available to you at the
inoent wken a decis1001 required to meet a situation:11m can force a

l' ,decisliar t.14 ;would have b I undo differently hod more time been
available t'q gather.inore (luta. With policy analysis, on the other hand,
-yorr-have as tousle. time as you need for the opportunity to collect ad-
dikiJaal data after (6 fact. This, then, enables you to analyze the con-

, . text in which the deciSion was made. .--

Roc:0gal zing the- difference between policy analysis and policy duel-
sion-Making,-1 wtill. discuss my view of the 1970s and where we might

..0(Pec l' it io lead 'us , .
,

.0,.

(The 'first leakty is quite clear. We are in a financial crisisAt is alsoi, .

quite e,Vident thdt we have an energy crisis. Further, the issue of ac-
countability, whether it has been fostered by competency-based educa-

.., (,)

; , tiOn,orby state legislation, is real and pressing. There is a feeling among
. :seme,that competency-based education can, in fact, force schools and

.teaChers and universities to be more accountable.
,., .

-: .itelated to this, we are hearing more and more discussion about how
on might look at achievement. My basic contention is that, in this

,Te'riod of Reality, we are looking at myopically. We are
letting the issue of achievement and the problems faced in attempting to

jievelop a system by which children learn better, obscure reality.
4.QTechn logyvespecially media, is producing better informed and more

sophis ated children and young adults than ever before in the history of
i this cou try. That fact is extremely important. it forces us to ask

whether we are using the right kind of instrumentation and the proper set.
of assumptions in looking at what children know. This issue will have to
be faced w en wire ask the question: Is the structure and organization of

' schoOts a d the process of schooling any different now than it was a
:

hundred ars ago? In the Period of Reality. we are going to have to
9

Go
ei



11444444111010 014C assumptions about the touching-looming process, Most
important, we may have to find a way to educate our society to the fact
that our ettiltirtin are not so deficient its the newsprint indicates,

The present generation will play on imporltint role in the 19,10s, a time
that I think will come to he known as the Humane Period, The evidence
that we are beginning to generate with tepid to individualized instruc-
tion and personalized services will warrant that term. We are beginning N
to realize that there is truth to the adage, "Different strokes for different
folks." Children do not learn in the sante way, do not respond to the
sNma kinds of and do not even have the same information needs,
"l'he challenge this presents, of course, is in terms of our training, Histor-
ically we have not been 'Omit to sort out the differences among chil-

identify thorn, diagnose them, and then confidently prescribe,
from the totality of educational experiences, the kind of activities flr011eig°
which a child will benefit most. Once achieved, the movement toward
humaneness in learning can foster new attitudes and beliefs not only
about the nature of learning, but even more important, about the hu-
manness of teaching, We will no longer concern ourselves about who or
what the learner is racially, ethnically, socially, economically, or
academically; he or she will simply be a human being with individual
needs that must and Call bc1 Viet by teachers who have confidence in
themselves and the materials they use, and confidence in and respect for
the children whom they serve.

Only then ,can we move to what I call the Period QI Technologya
time when technology will be viewed us a resource that can be plugged
into a humane system: One of the big dilemmas faced in education today
is whether technology is being devised to replace or supplement
teachers. We tend to be 'very fearful of our own technology. This is
understandable. For some reason we have put the cart before the horse..
We cannot move from technology to humaneness. We have to begin
with humaneness to accept technology.

Once we have understood and accepted technology and its use, the
year 2000 will mark a truly new Period of Discovery. By that time we will
have recognized that technology is a vehicle that helps us discover a new
world and new people. When this occurs, we will be able to deal ear-
nestly with the question of an international culture. We will no longer
think in terms of a national culture °I-Wien a national pluralistic setting.
We will think in terms of a global cultural setting, and we will have a
world view of people.
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This discussion has implications for institutiloal responsibItity, .,09 or
us come Irmo institutions and fool it very stiong obligation 1
Thou institutions have certain resPoloitniniutsl, and we want In see tlifon
carried nut, The shortcoming is that wo have not dovoltod
system to ascertain what responsibility is ruaMonable for whit h insiliu-
tion, With this point in mind, lot its look at institutionl rosponsihd0 in
the context or inservice education,

.

As WAS mentioned collier, we tire in the worst and besti;l'ofThnes.
Fiticotors tend to !Me forces at work against them rather thou,follqorn.
This perception hits precipitated the need for collaborotivenddtiltships
among those who, historically, have stood aloof' tram one another; uqh
colloborotion may be the only real alternative ,tia. survival, WWI iM be-
coming quite apparent is that Welters are not going to remain powerletis
in this new relationship, They want to be involved in decision-nut king.
They want to ha involved in program administration, 'I'ltey want to ,be
involved in and accountable for what it is they', in fact, will carry:itadj,

Institutions Of higher education have historically placed teaches' edit-
cation on the lowest rung. Yet much is being demanded teachoedp-
cation to deliver new kinds of services to new kinds of clientele, .11'
schools of education do not change, they will go out of business, N
will seek their services.

The evidence of what is happening is plain. l'ake, for example, 1-,,.Iter
the new Congressional legislation on the use of federal money or Iliac
legislation on the use of state money, both to.eduCtte teachers. (1iit it
really he argued that institutions of Whet' education are going to (flyer
the same kind of services to a smaller and smaller clientele? That kiud of
thinking is out of the question. The key is whether those of us respOnsi-
ble for the institutions are in positions to make the necessary transition.
The question is no longer, Can we? but How will we and ho/ soon?,

Neither schools nor institutions of higher education can trails and nedu«
cute teachers alone. One provides the experiential base; the other
provides the theoretical base. Add to these the political, philosophical,
and pragmatic bases provided by the community that these institutions
serve. Each contributes a part that can no longer be excluded froth
schooling and teacher educationhence the necessity to collaborate on
the appropriateness of strategy and the'distribution of responsibility and'
function. In a period when the energy crisis has brought attention to
waste, there is no room for the duplication of functions or the intentional
or unintentional waste of human potential. The transition from what

'Lib
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Npinaler (I i./11) called the 'Whim-0d to the emergent value ofurfare
dictates a change in the wig we go Omit educating teachere, he they
Pro4P0OOvo or Pritokillii; It Is time In expedite the proms of tranxition,
however different the future will he from the present,

One of the important needs is to get olority on what is meant by the
term "inautvice education," It would be

. 'eful to discuss what
kinds of training designs, out nocetisori taw ones, are robetsitwuietul
and why, The United States Office of Education recognised five years
ago that the least amount of research and documentation done hati been
in toocher education research and ti mmientotion that relate the
amotall of 1'040011AM Mani for training 10 the impact of that training on
teachers and their behavior, and the impact on children, Wa have not yet
seen how those three pieces fit together.

We must become able to indicate, not only for ollirradVes but for
others, the conditituk5 on which an effort Is being mute and the extol- 't to
which, in terms of the 0t:b1oyes established, there is or is not Inlet; sti,
and must important, why. Wu 'Mina become iteettStoinett It41,9410g hat

, something was not successful and why, without having people feel that
somebody has Co be bionic& This can only einne about through hottest
collnboratiost. It will come about when each institution mikes clear the
extent to which it will deliver the kinds of services for whitill it can be
accountable. We need to sort out the areas in which institutional les on-
sibilities overlap and the areas. that'are the responsibility of parti tiler
institutions. We must not he afraid to go to the collaborntiOn tabl and
negotiate from that position, a position of strength. If we really,e pect
institutional change, and if we expect institutional obligation, we must
begin to ask the question, What has this institution historically been re-
sponsible for doing; and what can this institution be accountah e for
doing now'?

.
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Appendix

Selected Resources on 'user**,
Education
Amoriotta AtitlWialion of Col logui,4 for Tcwhor
Porforntheo-listood Filowaioa Prttridtrt

This appendix is divided WO (040- N0000114; A ,Sinopler of Inservice
Education Programs; Concept Poperti/illtierViCe1 14,10410k; S01001041

Hosearchitheory about I nsorvi le Education; 00t1 01110E 140101041 Refer.
011004, The t101101001 hi not hit mica to be comprehensive. Items were
excerpted hom the ERIC t'1 lringhouse on Teacher Education data
base, the Arrioricae Associii4n of Colleges for Teacher education's
I nfOmteliort Center on Poi formance-tiosed `I'eachor IliAliCalioll, and the
Perforpance-thisedTeacher Education Project files. The document il-
lustrates the kind of available literature on the topic and the variety of
kinds of inserYice education programs. The fact that a program is listed
in this document does pot necessarily indicate a degree of "goodness."
No evaluation criteria related,tO program quality were used in making
the selections.

A Sampler of inservice Education Programs

The programs described below are samples of existing (or recent) in-
service edkation projects. They were selected On the basis of unique
features that might be of interest to readers. The site of each program,
the name of its 'director (it' possible), and a brief narrative describing the
program are provided. Special features of the program are noted by let-.
ters at the end of the deScription.. A key to the features follows:
A--,-use 'of a computer
1,--self-improvement contract
Cteacher center structure
Dmobile delivery system
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ifr,i0110111,41#101iistonionito
',workshops
1,4,-iiso oonsultantri
it,toos4it oonter,tise of istiollovittool intooriithe
1-00frioolorn pmoloolo 1fitotiolos)
Voollisboostion

410010100ily involvement
tr,r,610hool howl
1*--indepentiont instruction
14oompotenoy,tinse0 ehine
iltrestienth hawed

AtA HAMA Probsoliettoll Development Prolintotts
sOreil by Anbillit university, the Alitlanto )late Deportment 4 KW,
einitn, arid 10 *00o1 di triratrip Reported by Luna 1 Trinthent tout.1
Hobart Mayfield itt "Aletninut's Cooperative PII)groto for Tiowher
thitication," lavervico. Oetohar ISM, pp. N710,
`Fite Continuous Protessinol Daveloilfrotta ProorMi N designed to

nootoplish four hasty Niko; to) itss00 loo n1 school disiticts in *mins,
two ntiptementino professional neVolopnitlitt prOgrailiS; knowl-
cdoe and information gained front the implementation of the promatin ar
resources for the illiproVernent of teacher preparation programs at An,
horn University; (e) make available to Mallow' personnel professional
services designed to enhance the probability of successffil role per-
formance; and (d) develop a viable model for wisisting the Slate Depart-
ment of Education, teacher preparation institutions, and public school
districts in effectively implementing the resolutions of the State Hoard of
Education. Three characteristics make this a unique collaborative pro-
gram: a democratic governance structure; a unified budget'', and shared
resources. II J N
COLORADO. An alternative delivery system for huserviee vocational

teacher education., Sponsored by the Colorado State Board for Com-
munity Colleges and Occupational Education (Denver), Colorado
State University (Fort Calm), Department of Vocational Education,
and University of Northern Colorado (Greeley), Department of Vo-
cational Education. Reported by Donald L. Richardson et al. in AT.
fectiveness of an Alternative Delivery System,Pr In-Service Vo-
cational Teacher Education, Final Report, Denver, Colo.; Colorado
State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education,
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Thi*Mis011 mot 4Iviisas0 io itrovido voogOo04$ 14404f 414 W004 41
Wilk 441 41104114040 4oliYory liy44M 1411 ill440kil 144;41141441

1044414r 44140i0441 111111 W41141ti ovoNotoo bortisco of 46°4144, torittlic
10+04044, 54tH! Sow xl ttt dooity, A took (woo of t°141Ylitomitiorki of itto
,iiponsofins imptitotiotol Aott 1044414440444(0/*(1-4441 40V44 41404
iat V414+iiii4441 444046441 kilikii10444,1 4 i,;iitilvoluilw A° oltoithoive

siyoloili Oar ot11040iptio inctiwtion using v41040144)0* mat Who 44 /

li4iVii4041 44441044114 14141441 1044.14104 41141 144141410 Wqa 44kokip4441
ilic loth (4_40 40)41414414 09041 Oil OW 104414 tot tickl-holkh tO: tho,
ilii44 iii4414144 Woli0 W441444144 544445 itici 4441 iliiA4440, vvhiull 4'4441 be
siced 11y Ite141 porsossisol to 4o44k11 tho 4401040 with sosssilosi 404404V 44114
4411114/41C II J
t'iiNNI'.( ll'K r r us« 'smog Isis' Open Ksinentinst (SimIC; (1044010 It

Dimon), Codirector). SpOissolest by the inivoicity of Connociksit
(Storrs). Repotted by riatu`ge H. Druaiiii in "I he Collier for Dom
Education: A( 'miler Without Walls," 641#4Calitrnssi teo4iorvh4a, 10,
,tio), .14 1-44

I his "hovel-Mg" teacher center, funded by Ilse Jessie Ssiiith 1Sloyes
Foundation, provides 41W:silo conauitlug to rillnota 4utl41s, School
4441 staff are involved in planning and implementing Center soAtvities.
:Ilse Center provides college, credit coi4444, Soit40 444nrae4a 141e Mato

taught by load tencliersi with special expertise, the firhi step Mier 44I4C-
Ito% of schools to .participate in the program is to have the ompitoteht
work with the faculty to determine needs of the school and community.
`The school may pal ticipate in both regional and local inscivice pro-
grams. F 4»

(.111:111.110fti

CONN FICFI('U'I'. The 'teschor Center, Inc. (New Haven; t. 'orinisc 1 An

vin, Coordinator; Robert Horwitz, Board of Directors), Reported by
Corinne Levin and Rota rt Horwitz in "The Teacher Center, Inc.
(New I laven*Connecticut ): A Case Study," Mucational Leadership,
1976, 33(6), 434439.

Founded in 1971, this independent nonprofit resource, support, and
advisory center is governed by' a volunteer Hoard of Direct:01s; and ad-
ministered by a full-time paid coordinator. Both parents and he is arc
members of the Board of Directors. Founded and run by teachers, the
Center is unaffiliated with school systems or government agencies. 'Ilse
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ulty and the inservice teachers remain on-site, they are available to re-
turn to the classroom if necessary. J L

MINNESOTA. Project Open. Sponsored by the University of Min-
nesota (Minneapolis) and the Minneapolis Public Schools Teacher
Center. Reported by Kenneth R. Howey in an unpublished paper,
University of Minnesota, undated, p. 49.
Project Open allowed a number of University faculty to assist the

schools in design and development of school alternatives. ,After a
three-year developmental period, this model became the prototype for
training both preseryice and inservice teachers. In return for the Univer-
sity's initial investitient in the design of this model, the schools collabo-
rated fully in the design of a teacher education curriculum for preservice
teachers desirous ofleaching in such schools. This was done concur-
rently with the planning of inservice programs for experienced teachers
who wished to move toward more open classrooms. C

NEW HAMPSHIRE. Live, Learn, and Teach Model (Durham; Sid Eder,
Director). Sponsored by the University ofNew Hampshire (Durham),
Department of Education.
This experimental program at the University of New Hampshire is

designed for both preservice and inservice education and emphasizes
the exploration of alternative learning and teaching approaches in envi-
ronments that encourage creativity. MRjor characteristics of the pro-
gram include activity-centered learning, collaborative team teaching,
community-based education, interdisciplinary curriculums, strategies
for implementing experimental learning in traditional school structures,
multi-age learning, and teacher-student interactive skills. D J
NEW JERSEY. Inservice programs based on research on teacher effec-

tiveness (Trenton). Sponsored by Educational Testing Service
(Princeton), National Commission on Performance-,Based Education
(Frederick J. McDonald, Director).
Research is being conducted in the Trenton school system to deter-

mine teachereffeeiiveness. Results are being used to design inservice
programs. Preliminary indications are that the training programs, which
focus on basic skills, have significantly influenced the grade - level, per-
formance of the participants'students. 0
NORTH CAROLINA. Appalachian Training Complex (Boone). Spon-

sored by Appalachian State University (Boone). Reported by Joel L.
Burdin and Lorraine L. Poliakoff (Eds.) in In-Service Education for
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Rural School Personnel, Washington, D.C.: ERIC Cleminghouse on
Teacher Education, 1973, pp. 76-77. (ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 073 082) .

Retraining is provided for administrators, teachers, and aides, using
schools in the region as educational laboratories. Needs-analysis and
program decisions are made cooperatively. The Complex itself serves as
a catalyst. Programs are developed in one school, which then becomes a,
training cenr for other schools. C L

OHIO. Edniational redesign and renewal. Sponsored by Ohio Depart-
ment of Education (Columbus), Division of Educational Redesign and
Renewal (Virginia L. Kunkle, Director). Reported by Virginia L.
Kunkle in "Educational Redesign and Renewal for Elementary and
Secondary. Schools," Inservice, May 1976, pp. 2-3.
The Division of Educational Redesign and Renewal provides non-

commercial material, resources, and consultation through a product-
oriented teacher-centered approach to staff development. Three areas
coordinated by the Division are the Ohio Right to Read effort, cur-
riculum redesign, and inservice education. The project has four primary
goals: (a) provide a ready source of instructional guidelines for schools;
(b) develop programmed inservice materials for teachers; (c) assist, in
institutionalizing diagnostic inservice education; and (d) develop inser-
vice materials on methodology that can apply to any textbook series or
the existing supply of print materials used by schools. I

OREGON. Portland Consortium Training Complex. Sponsored by
Portland Public Schools, Portland State University, Portland Associ-
ation of Teachers, and Teacher Corps. Reported by Mary Gourley in

1L......N.. The Relationship of Inservice Education to Program Improve-
ment," Inservice, October 1976, pp. 3, 11-12. Also by Mary Goutley
in "Relating Inservice Education to Program Improvement: An
Overview of the Portland Consortium Training Complex," in Roy A.
Edelfelt (EcE); Inservice Education: Criteria for and Examples of
Local Programs, Bellingham, Wash.: Western Washington State Col-
lege, 1977, pp. 65-69.

The Portland Consortium Training Complex is an urban training com-
plex' based on student, teacher, and community needs. A collaborative
decision-making model provides parity and equity. Features of the
Complex include: (a) cooperative planning by the local school district,
the institution of higher education, the local education agency, and the
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community; (b) management consistent with a collaborative decision-
making model; and (c) community, preserviCe, and inservice prognim
components that are derived from needs' assessment activities i a

school setting. The inservice component is related to program improve-
ment in two ways: inservice activities designed in response to the im-
mediate needs of the teachers; and use of the Cornfield Model, based on
the assessment of desired outcomes for the specific student population
and the assessment of institutional progress within the project. J K

PENNSYLVANIA. The University Inservice TeaCher Education Net-
work (Betty B. Schantz, Director). Sponsored by the School District
of Philadelphia, Philadelphia Federation of Teachers, Philadelphia
Association of School Administrators, Pennsylvania Department of
Education. Beaver College, Cheyney State College, Pennsylvania
State University, Temple University, Villanova University, and West
Chester State College.

The Network is administered by a Board of Directors representative
of the five constituent groups, with memb ers responsible for obtaining
"at home" agreements. from their respective organizations and/or in-
stitutions. After a year::long planning process, the Network opened in
Septemher 1976 in cooperation with the Philadelphia Intermediate Unit.
During its first year of operation,,most of its attention was devoted to
working out administrative/management agreements and to the offering
of a limited number of inservice education courses. This model of coop-
eration between the various constituent groups is envisioned as a begin-
ning effort in a statewide system to meet the inservice needs of
classroom teachers and administrators as they themselves describe their
educational goals. J

PENNSYLVANIA. Inservice education through computer-assisted in-
struction. Sponsored by Pennsylvania State University (University
Park). Reported by Joel L. Burdin and Lorraine L. Poliakoff (Eds.) in

`..Ign-Service Education for Rural School Personnel, Washington, D.C.:
ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, 1973, pp. 78-79. (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 073 082)

Teachers in Appalachian Pennsylvania are brought cOmputer-assisted
instruction via a mobile van. The program assists teachers in recogniz-
ing and helping children with handicaps. Using a central IBM computer
instructional system with 15 terminals, the program offers private tutor-
ing for each teacher at convenient hours. A systems manager travels
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with the van and hires a systems operator and two proctors at each stop.
ADM
TEXAS. Professional Development Center. Sponsored by the University

of Houston.
A staff development center serving preservice teachers, graduate stu-

dents, university faculty, and inservice teachers, the Professional De-
velopment Center features a variety of print and nonprint resources.
Supported by the community and the University, the Center is able to
provide the latest in educational resources. C

VIRGINIA. Campbell County Teachers Center (Rustburg; Edward H.
Yeatts, Coordinator of Staff Development). Sponsored by Campbell
County Public Schools. Reported by Edward H. Yeatts in "Staff De-
velopment:. A Teacher-Centered In-Service Design," Educational
Leadef, 1976,33(6), 417-421.

Origiey a project under Title HI of the Elementary and Secondary
Education .Act, the Center relies heavily on teacher suggestions for
planning activities, aild teachers have a major say in determining the
inservice program. There are three professional staff members at the
Center who came directly from teaching positions in the system. A
Teacher Center Advisory Committee of 42 teachers and,6 lay persons
takes the responsibility for assessing inservice education. The Center
provides the following services: (a) communicates teachers' needs; (b)

assesses;the value of inservice programs and suggests additional ones;
(c) keeps aware of teacher talents to be used; (d) participates in selecting
and planning inservice experiences, especially single-unit courses for
graduate credit and/or certificate renewal;(e) disseminates information;
and (f) assists in selecting and purchasing materials. C J

WEST VIRGINIA. Kanawha Valley Multi-Institutional Teacher Educa-
tion Center (Charleston). Reported by Linda Clark Tague (Ed.) in
Teacher Centering: A National Institute, Conference Report,
Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University, 1976, p. 66. (Disseminated by
the National Resource and Dissemination Center, University of South
Florida, Tampa, FL 33620).
Kanawha Valley Multi-Institutional Teacher Education Center is a

consortium serving a geographic region of West Virginia. The Center is a
facilitating and coordinating agency that pools the resources, human and
financial, of five colleges, four school systems, the state department of
education, and the community to improve the quality of preservice and
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inservice training. The Center operates in a qtiasi-ihdependent
with Kanawha County School S)/stritactinkis fiscal agent. .card of
Directors, composed of representatilifs from the colleiNs, the sChOoL)
systems, teachers, the state. department, student teachers; and profes-
sional education associations, acts as?overnirig body of the Celt ter. The
Center facilitates the offering of a variety.of staff development and -in-
.service training programs in each of the four counties it serves,.
NATIONAL. Inservjce education by satellite. SponsoredBy the'Natto

Education Association (Washington, D. C.). Reported in Using
lite Technology to Increase Professional ,communications Am 1P).,
Teachers: A Report of Experiments C'ondticted by the N4tional E '1
cation Association, Washington, D. C.: Ktitional Educatiori Associa-
tion, Division of Instruction and Professional' velopment,
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 11 140)

The National Education Association, in conjunction iith theNational
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Library of
Medicine, the Alaska Broadcasting Commission, and the Pacific
PEACESAT Network, conducted four satellite experiments designed to
improve professional communication among teachers. These programs
were the Satellite Seminar, the NEA-Alaska Hour, NEASAT, and the
Pan-Pacific Satellite Pilot Series. The report concluded that (a) teacher,
to-teacher exchange is the program's, most important aspect; (b) when -
the course is offered for credit, there is less teacher participation; (c)
sufficient time must be allowed to mail materials in advance of the pro-
gram; (d) a site coordinator is essential at every location; and (e) prior
locAl coordination should be established with all potential users of a
satellite radio station, to select an optimum site. D E
NATIONAL. The National Foundation for the Improvement of Educa-

tion Teacher Center Project (Washington, D.C.; Roy A. Edelfelt, Di-
rector). Sponsored by the National Foutidation for the Improvement
of Education and the National Education Association.
Through state affiliates of the National Education Association the

program assists teachers in selected states in capitalizing on the experi-
ence of existing teacher centers in the U.S. in planning and establishing
new teacher centers. The multi -year project will bring together consul-
tants and teacher groups to promote interchange of ideas and prospects
for teacher centers through workshops and visitations. Emphasis will
also be on documentation to provide a narrative of on-site teachercenter
experience. FGHJL,

T
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NATIONAL. Project on Utilization of Inservice Education Research and
DevelopmentOutcomes (Robert A. Luke, Director). Sponsored by the
National Education Association (Washington, D. C.).
-Transportable" inservice training programs that were developed as

a result of recent research are disseminated through the National Educa-
tion Association's network of state affiliates and local associations.
'There are six pilot states for the project and 30 pilot programs. Each
product entered into the system (a). is directed toward practicing
teachers, (b) emphasizes knowing how to do somethingthat is, theory
into practice, (c) requires active participation rather than passive be-
havior. (d) is a result of research-and-development activities, (e) can be
used independently of persons associated with the development, and W
is available for purchase or rental to any educator or school in the coun-
try. DIM
NATIONAL. Teacher organization-sponsored teacher centers. Spon-

sored by the American Federation of Teachers (Washington, D. C.)
and its local affiliates.
The American Federation of Teachers is interested in working with

teacher educators in establishing and maintaining teacher centers for
inservice education. Centers have been established by local affiliates of
the American Federation of Teachers in Detroit, New York, and Great
Neck, Long Island. C

Concept Papers/Inservice Models

vkit Giddings, Morsley G. Staff development: A proposal for teacher
educators: Part 1. StaffDevelopment Newsletter, March 1976, Vol. 2,
No. 8, pp. 16-20:-
Giddings pioposes the establishment of Faculty Centers for staff de-

velopment. The purpose of the Centers would be to orient, inform, re-
tool, upgrade, update, and keep contemporary new_and veteran faculty
members with regard to existing and new alternative programs as well as
new concepts and thinking in the field of education. The proposal. has
five components: training and improvement; counseling; appraisal
and/or evaluation; communication; and research and development. The
project would use programs and consultants requested by the faculty. C

0

Heldman, Lawrence. In-service education for school personnel in re-
mote rural areas. In Joel L. Burdin and Lorraine L. Poliakoff (Eds.),
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In-service education for rural school personnel. Washington, D.C.:
ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, 1973. Pp. 12-24. (ERIC
Document Reproduction. Service No. ED 073 082)
The model for this project has four interrelated elements: (a) a staff

member who will engage, in an inservice program; (b) an inservice diag-
nostician who will work with the staff member to identify needs and
interests and plan a course of action; (c) a national center that will pre-
pare and disseminate personalized programs; (d) a mentor or counselor
who will be available to the staff member during the program. The inser-
vice diagnostician would work with the staff member to identify and
prioritize needs, and appropriate materials would be requested from the
national center. The staff member would begin work on his Or her Tiro-
gram, calling on the mentor as needed. Problems would be dealt with
through conferences wilh,the inservice diagnostician and/or the mentor.
A I M

Krahme,r, Edward. Individualizing remote in-service teacher education
programs for rural areas. In Joel L. Burdin and Lorraine L. Poliakoff
(Eds.), In-service education for rural school personnel. Washington,
D. C.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, 1973. Pp. 24-41.
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 073 082)

This model for individualizing inservice education is based on a con-
tract between an inservice eduCator and an instructor. The contract
would encompass the following elements: performance objectives; al-
ternatives for meeting the objectives; instructional approaches for fulfil-
ling each alternative; and measurement of attainment of objectives -)It
would also specify the minimum and maximum amount of time neces
sary for completion. The system could be developed through a consor-
tium of institutions of higher education serving a particular rural area or
through an individual institution of higher education. Packaged inser-
vice programs could be used. Each inservice educator should have ac-
cess to a contact person (who is in the school), an advisor (to provide
counseling and feedback); and an instructor (possibly but not necessar-
ily a faculty member of an institution of higher education). The programs
could be completed either for credit or noncredit. A B M

Orlikow, Lionel. The voucher system: An integration of inservice sup-
port services through the teacher as consumer. In Joelt. Burdin and
Lorraine L. Poliakoff (Eds.), In-service education for rural school
personnel. Washington, D.C.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Edu-
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. 43 -47. (ERIC Document Reprirhiction Service

St departments of education should provide (a) vouchers, redeem-
able in curse, credits, to individual teachers for staff development pur-
poses and (b) regionally based program teams that would work with
teachers in assessing their needs and establishing linkages with various
education agencies. A voucher could purchase service from any form of
education agency, be it university, government, or voluntary. No in-
stitution would possess a monopoly on course delivery; each would
compete to satisfy, the needs of teachers as expressed through the vou-
chers. The regional or community-based program development teams
would work with teachers in a cooperative approach to self-develop-
ment. Courses could he delivered in many waysindividual tutorials,
seminars, individualized study, and guided clinical activities. Use of
local human resources wove encouraged. K F M

Selected Research/Theory about Inservice
Education

Agne, Russell M., & Ducharme, Edward R. Rearranging the parts:, A
modest proposal for continuing and inservice education. Journal of
Teacher Education, 1977, 28(2), 16719.

The authors discuss problems of school-college cooperation on inser-
vice education, such as misunderstanding, invasion of turf, administrat-
ive structure, and finance. They suggest a model for collaboration: In-
service Education Associates. The Associates would be made available
to a Center for Inservice Education through a college. The Center would
be part of the teaching load for participating faculty, and income re-
ceived from schools would go to the Center. This system would provide
structure, coordination, and organization. Graduate students could also
be used at the Center.

Edelfelt, Roy A. Inservice education: Criteria for local programs. Bell-
ingham, Wash.: Western Washington State College, 1976.

Edelfelt has identified 29 interrelated and interdependent criteria for
inservice programs and grouped them into five sections, each influenc-
ing the others and representing a total concept of inservice education.

Decision-Making
I. Decision-niakirig processes are based on cooperatiOn between all

r
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major interest groups, that is, school district, college/university, and
teacher organization.
2. Decisions are made by the people who are affected, and the decisions

are made as close as possible to the situation where they will be operative.
3. The cooperation of major interest groups is based on a concept of

parity for each patty.
Explicit procedures exist to assure fairness in decision-making.

5. There are policies (e.g., in a collective-bargaining agreement) related
to inservice education.
6. lnservice education programs are institutionalized.

Relationship to the Program of the School
7. Inservice education is directly related to curriculum development.
8. Inservice education is directly related to instructional improveMent.
9.' Inservice education is based on the needs of students.

10. Inservice education is based on the needs of teachers.
I 1 . Inservice education is based on the needs of school program.
12. lnservice education is a part of a teacher's regular.teaching load.
13. The techniques and methods used in inservice education are consis-
tent with fundamental principles of good teaching and learning.
14. Research/evaluation is an integral part of inservice education.
IS. All those who participate in inservice education are engaged in both
learning and teaching.

Resources
16. Time is available during regular instructional hours for inservice edu-
cation.
17. Adequate personnel are available from the school district and
college/university for inservice education.

' 18. Adequate materials are available.
19. lnservice education makes use of community reOurces.
20. Funds for inservice education are provided by tii e local school dis-
trict.
21. lnservice education is paid for by state funds provided for that pur-
pose.

Commitment to Teacher Education
22. Professional growth is seen as a continuum from preservice prepara-
tion through career-long professional. development.
23. The inservice education program reflects the many different ways that
professionals grow.
24. The inservice education program addresses the many different roles
and responsibilities that a teacher must assume.
25. Inservice education is related to research and development.
26. The respective strengths of the school district, the college/university,
the teacher organization, and the community are used in the inservice
education program.

1"../

111'
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27. Internship and student teaching experiences are used for analysis and
study in the inservice education program.
28. Inservice education is available to all professional and non-
professional personnel.

Rewards
29. There is a reward system for teachers, administrators, and college/
university personnel who engage in inservice education programs. (pp.
5-17)

Hite, Herbert. Inservice education: Perceptions, purposes, and prac-
tices. In Herbert Hite & Kenneth R. Howey, Planning inservice
teacher education: Promising alternatives. Washington, D. C.:
Americiii'vAssociation of Colleges for Teacher Education and ERIC
Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, 1977. Pp. 1-20.
Hite analyzes different but effective approaches to inservice teacher

education...He identifies fifteen factors, four that influence the purpose
of a program, two that set limits for the program, and nine that charac-
terize the program. He also explores determiners of inservice programs
and steps in planning inservice education.
Howey, Kenneth R. A framework for planning alternative approaches

to inservice teacher education. In Herbert Hite & Kenneth R. Howey,
tanning inservice teacher education: Promising alternatives. Wash-

' gton, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion and ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, 1977. Pp. 2 L-61.

Howey provides a perspective on inservice education in terms of its
relationship to a number of other variables: the changing nature of soci-
ety and schools; the nature of the teacher education experience prior to
inservice education; and the changing nature of the human personality
over time. Also, current trends are noted, giving a "kaleidoscope" of
inservice approaches.

Joyce, Bruce R. Structural imagination and staff development. Inser-
vice, March 1977, p. 3. Also in Bruce R. Joyce, Kenneth R. Howey, &
Sam J. Yargerassues to face. Inservice Teacher Education Concepts
Project, Report No. 1. Palo Alto, Calif.: Stanford Center for Research
and Development in Teaching, 1976. Pp. 5-7.

Joyce describes several dimensions that interact in an effective inser-
vice program. The four dimensions are

the governance systemthe decision-making structures;
the substantive systemthe content and process of inservice educa-

tion;
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the delivery systemincentives; interfaces, access, and motivation;
the modal systemthe forms of inservice education.

"To treat the problem-of inservice education as structural is to suggest
that what is needed is not a pasting up of the old machine, but a building
of a new one. There is something wrong with too many of the major
dimensions of inservice education as it is presently being practiced, and
partial or small solutions will probably have very little effect in the long
run" (p.3).

Jung, Charles. Instructional systems for professional development.
Theory into Practice, 1972, 1/(5), 278.-284.

Five kinds of inservice training needs are identified by the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory: new curriculum, use of technology,
organizational improvement, training for intercultural needs, and
generic process training. To fill these needs, 15 competency instruc-
tional systems are being developed. Although teachers are the primary
target, administrators, paraprofessionals, students, volunteers, and
parents are sometimes included.

Lawrence, Gordon, Baker, Dennis, Elzie, Patricia, & Hansen, Barbara.
Patterns of effective inservice education. Inservice, February 1977,
pp. 1-3, 8.

Profiles of 97 inservice programs were studied for situational design,
mediation, influence agent, objectives, and patterns of management.
The findings indicated that "the inservice programs that have the best
chance of being effective are those that involve teachers in planning and
managing their own professional development activities, pursuing per-
sonal and collective objectives, sharing, applying new learnings and re-
ceiving feedback" (p. 8). Other specific research results are reported.

Nash, Robert J., & Ducharme, Edward R. The university can prepare
teachersAn unfashionable view. The Educational Forum, 1974,

39(1), 99-109.

Four areas of university contribution to inservice education are
suggested: a center for intellectual reflection, a center for research and
evaluationscholarly investigation, a "revitalization center" for per-
sonal support and growth, and a place to learn new skills.

Nelson, Marilyn. Creating organizational structures for the in-service
training of teachers. In Cultural pluralism and social change. Inser-
vice Teacher Education Concepts Project, Report No. 5. Palo Alto,

n
,,,
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Calif.: rStanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching,
1976. Pp. 71-84.

Five basic organizational structures for inservice education are iden-
tified: (a) the higher education model, in which schools or colleges
provide inservice education through late afternoon and, weekend
courses, summer sessions, and extension courses; (h) contemporary-
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